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LOCAL AFFAIRS
NKW

ie

attending
superintendents’
ference in Caatine this week.

attended com- i
Hodgkins
Dartmouth college last
week, his son Norris being one of this
year’s gratuates.

mencement

Htanwood Photo Co
J A Haynes—Grocer
M L
Adams—Dry goods
E P Robinson—Records
J F Studer—Electriciau
M R Carlisle Feed stable
Notice—Mrs F M Richardson
Gauthier & Young—Dressmaking and tail-

As

fn

member of that system, this bank is as
of local conditions as it is
humanly
to make it.

.Sundays.

AT

m.

worth

POSTOPPICB

Ioing Wbst—12 m;
3oiwo East—6.30 a ro;

4

Sunday».
9 pm.

Registered mail should be
in

hour before

WEATHER

Old Grist Mill Wheat Flour, 5 lb pkg
Stone Ground Arlington Graham, 5 lb pkg
Diet Ease Gluten Flour, 5 lb pkg
Eureka Prepared Flour, 5 lb pkg

45
33

95
5g

Old Grist Mill Coffee, lb
Sim Seal Sunny Corn, 24 oz pkg
UBBY'S EVAPORATED MILK, TALL CANS

buy

Better

milk

liberally

higher.
♦

ending

at this

price

it

as

is

going
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IN

midnight.]

at

ELLSWORTH.

61—

12 m
81—

61-

74—

4am

Wed
Thura
Fri

Weather
conditions

served them

well.

Treworgy has
March, 1918.

have

You are invited
facilities and service.

forenoon afternoon

been

France

in

clear
clear
clear
fair
65—
68—
rain
rain
.35
Sal
56—
67—
fair
fair
Sun
48—
75—
clear
clear
Mon
50—
74—
clear
fair
Tue*
.56—
88—
clear
clear
Total precipitation for June, 1.55 inches.
Average temperature. 62.7
The highest average for June since 1911
when it was 68.86

E. E. Chase of Bluebill was in Ellsworth
yesterday on business. Mr. Chase is now
with Beyer & Small of Portlind, dealers
in investment securities, as
travelling
representative in Hancock, Washington
and Penobscot counties.
v>

ntmey,

son or

ACCENTS

KOH

.

.

several months’ service overseas, was
graduated with
honors from
Bowdoin
college in this year’s class.

Mary

Mass.,

2 Overland

offered

Second-hand

|j

j

:

1 Overland Roadster

a

Roadster

1 Ford Truck

hirst Class Paint and

for her

Repair Shop

|

|

I

|

Ellsworth,

a

Hancock

Maine
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Insurance on it ?

OF

nsuranco

Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

:

Come in ami see my new aluminum
frames with gold bridge
Fitted with
first quality lenses, only 13.50.
Same
in all gold. 55 while they last.
SI fltsvartti alKca. 65 da St

Sit a Hal mcltmva

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

Telephone

C.

i40-U

BURRILL

SON

8c

-Established 1807—

| NRE
e!>l'IllinK
**

AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
some

of the leading companies of this and

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
m

foreign

NEW

Wirin9 a Specialty
Estimates Gladly Given

—~-_ T«i.aoB.a

Don't

farm lighting
HOUSE PLANTS

steam vulcanizing
TUBE 8Epai8lN«
"WL'i*?
*href-c»»il»
mow
—

which

?SLhli***<l

a

and

are

home.

with the Milliken regiment,
arid have been with the army of
occupation in Germany. Charles Haynes, Harold
Hawkes and William Flannagan, with
the same regiment, have arrived on this
side and are expected home soon.
Mr. and

|

Mrs.

Frank Stetson

of

Lynn, |

Mass., with sons
Dana, Robert and
Theodore, are guests of Miss Hannah
Holmes.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Stetson

are

remembered by many in Ellsworth as residents here more than twenty
years ago, when Mr. Stetson was employed in the Cole shoe factory. He is
now in the shoe
manufacturing business
in Lynn.

Ellsworth

Simon

by

He

purposes.

Violette

lost

8t.

for

storage

wagons, a
ice-cutting tools.

He estimates his loss at
H.

fl,000, with no
C. Austin & Co. lost two

stored

insured.

in
There

the

the tire

ing,

about 200 tons

originated.

riupt.

Leach of the Bar Harbor & Union

River Power Co.

is

recently complained of.
ing out of the standpipe,
at work

city

Special Rate for caring for Men’s 'slothing
by Month. One suit dry cleansed and pressed
weekly, $3 a month. Clothing called for and

men

filtering system, and is
pumping well. The
chief engineer of the company has been
now

on

the

repairing

Dressmaking

Also Fur Work

water

Since the cleanhe has bad

also

Pressing, Cleansing and Repairing of all kinds

exerting every effort

to correct the condition of the

144

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Tailor-

building. They

were

Residence

GAUTHIER & YOUNG

several

mowing machine and
insurance.

Real Estate

Telephones: Office 14,

delivered.

the

Will Open

here several times to advise as to the
work. Health Officer King says that Supt.
Leach assured him that everything possible will be done, and
hat any recommendations he may make will be observed. The local board of health has sent
a
sample of the Ellsworth city water to
the State board of health for analysis.

Corner Main

and

JULY 7.
Hancock

>treets,

ELLSWORTH

Telephone Connection.
-.

New

Get Your

Haying Tools Ready

Restaurant

and Lunch Room

Rakes,

fail

to

have

some

for

the

patriotic

music

Fourth.

Come in and hear

TRANSFER

LIGHT TRUCKING

j

Specials for the Week of

FIREWORKS
the

July

1 Lot of Pure Thread Silk

Colors—mouse,

Fourth

this year

we

biggest

have

ever

line
had.

them.
E. F. ROBINSON
OPTOMETRIST
Victor

Machinery

FIL M S

We have the

Manufacturing Optician

MOSLEY

rented

69 Main

3

Hose, $1.50 value for

$1.19

navy blue, castor and suede grey
Another Lot of those Children’s Black Hose, pair
All sizes, 5 to 9
1 Piece 27 in. Pink Mercerized Poplin, a 39c value
f°r
19< a

25

yard

JULY

and Natural
Light
^ acimm
Cleaners for sale
and rented

Tapley Building,

Farm

For

new

'Rons

discharge,

FOK

the
Madia
UT>.and.8ee
Uay Light, Blue Light

TAPLBV

Insurance and

Mowers,

countries

VICTOR RECORDS

electrician

glad

atroertiBfmaufc
Lieut.
Arthur March, recently disj
charged from service, is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Susan Murch.
Miss Marian L. Nealley, daughter of
Mrs. George H. Grant is here from
Hancock Point for a few weeks with her Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nealley, has comTedders
j pleted a three-years course of study for
sister, Mrs. W. A. Alexander.
H. E. ANDERSON, Proprietor.
■ nurses at
Mass. She is now
Worcester,
and
Parts at
MissErva L.Giles left Sunday for Daventaking a four-mouths scholarship course
port, Iowa, where she will be the guest in Boston with the Instructive Public
—LOOK FOR THE RED FRONT—
of friends during the summer.
Health Nursing, which includes district
school hygiene, child
i Three doors below P. O. on
All the insurance and law offices in work, industrial,
welfare, and a concluding course at SimEtlBworth will be closed Saturday after- mons college with associated
The PRIMROSE Cream
WATER ST.,
ELLSWORTH
charity.
noons during July and August.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Curtis, who were
The Best on the Market
American
and
Plan
European
Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes, who has been injured three w'eeks
ago in a runaway
in Weehawken, N.J., with her
OPEN
EVENINGS.
daughter, accident, have both recovered remarkably.
Full line of
Mrs. Pearl 8. Thorsen,
arrived
Mr. Curtis, who had two ribs fractured,
home
has been out and attending to business
to-day.
more than a
w’eek, and Mrs. Curtis,
Henry A. Brown and wife of West w’hose shoulder blade w’as broken, is up
BAGGAGE
and
about
house. Both are keenly
the
Newton, Mass., are spending a vacation
of the
many kindnesses
with Mr. Brown’s parents, C. J. Brown appreciative
and
shown them by friends and neighbors.
No. 2 Brownie Films Developed anc
and wife.
They say it was almost worth the injuries
28<
Printed,
to learn how many friends they have.
No. 2 A Brownie and all other 6 ex
Rev. Mr. Emery of the Civic League
The stable and ice house connected Films Developed and Printed,
40<
will preach at the Baptist church neit
Ellsworth, or anywhere in the County
24 hour service,
with the
Cash with Ordei
on Church Bt.,
Sunday morning.
Regular services in owned creamery building
H. B. Phillips, were burned
by
the evening.
STANWOOO’S PHOTO CO.
C. S. JOHNSTON
about 2 o’clock Sunday morning. The
Maim ! Ellsworth,
Harrington,
Maine
Mrs. R. E. Stevens and little son are Are
_.
evidently started in the stable and
viaiting in Belfast, while Mr. Stevens epread to the ice house. The stable was

AMERICAN

TOASTERS
F. 8tuder

their

teaching, pleasantly

vacation.

W.

Separator

Equitable F"tre and Marine
_

where she has been

summer

'Wcwill be

O.

It is now nearly time to get your
Auto out.
Don’t you want some
to accept a risk from you.

J.

They enlisted

8.

Newton,
visiting her

County Savings Ek.nk

L. E. TREADWELL’S

AutoInsurance

Repreeer

—

July

of our

Repair

THOMPSON

and

ceived

Esmond Rice of West

Hull, Mass.,

(VI AHV. STREET

119

P"iro, Marine

Herbert Bond of Brockton, Mass.,
daughter, is visiting her sister,

Mass., with son Esmond, is
aunt, Mrs. H. E. Kowe.
Miss Paulene Foster has arrived from

TELEPHONE 12X

A.

O. F. Newman is spendings wee;
Mrs. D. Shirley
daughter,

the Fourth until

Investigation

(lowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.

Hancock I hearses

Main and

present,
Stratton, accompanied them to
Millinocket by car, returning to Ellsworth Sunday.
Herbert Beal and Frank Anderson, recently returned from overseas, have re-

Norris, in Bar Harbor.

Mrs.

of

Mrs. H. C.

Congressman Peters is at home for a few
days, Congress having taken a recess over

Public Auto Service Day and Night
Reo 44-ton tniek to hire for baggage transfer
and general light trucking.

J.

and

her

Mrs.

1

Maine

Langley’s family moved last of ice in the ice house, owned by M. R.
and this was destroyed. The
Millinocket, where Mr. Langley Carlisle,
ice was insured. There was no insurance
is employed.
His son Carroll, who w ill
on the buildings.
It is not known how
remain in Ellsworth for the
and

Mrs. Charles L. Smith.

u-T?
ANn

with

well able to serve

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

were

Perry

Waltham,

relatives

make a personal

week to

friends here.

All in first-class order.

*

of

corner

streets.

with her

Touring Cars

1 < 'hevrolet

Campbell
visiting with

is

Mrs.

now

building,

Marcell us Woodward of Boston is visitmother, Mrs. W. P. Woodward.
Mrs.

Als" Dealers in Second-hand Cars.

Cars

Edmund Gauthier and his daughter,
Mrs. Florence B. Young, under the Arm
name of G utliter & Young, will own a
tailoring and dressmaking establishment
in Ellsworth next
Monday, ut the Cirone j

ing his

Overland and Chevrolet Cars

to

of

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick

Coombs of East Orange, N. J., who j
received his
discharge recently, after

Albert A. McKenzie and wife of Brockton, Mm., are visiting in Ellsworth.
Miss Evelyn Osgood of Boston is visiting her cousin, Mrs. George P. .Smith.

—

the foundation of our

is

we are so

since

three
commercial
teacher at
years
the Ellsworth high
school, has been
elected bead of the commercial department at Waterville high school.

Mrs. Flora I)evereux has returned from
Brewer for the Hummer.

GARAGE

why

Company |
pftliMON’KijsT
Ellsworth,

been corrected to

Mrs. A. W. King, who has been
visiting
daughter, Mrs. Bryant E. Moore,
in Brown’s Mills, N.
J., arrived home
j
Her daughter accompanied
I yesterday.
to
spend the summer here.
Precip- her,
itation
Miss Florence Morris of Bangor, for

Mrs. T. E. Hale is visiting in
Cherry-

.

loyalty

one reason

in the past we have

you, now and In the future.

her

field.

.

because

now

Their firm

present strength; it is

A.

SILVY & LINNKHAN, INC.

loyal

are

Reuben Tr worgy and wife have received word of the safe arrival of their
son
Laurence
from overseas.
Mr.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
July 1, 1910,

Temperature

19

15

postofflce half

From observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ig

^

{T.„«■*

For Week

at

17

depositors

Our

renewing old acquainIt has been nearly twenty years

of local columns
date.

closes.

mall

August.

since Mr. Goudey has been in this section.
A new time-table went into effect on the
Maine Central Monday. The time-table
on page 5 and the mail schedule
at head

in.

pm.

3oing West—8.10, 5.15 and
No mail East Sunday

in

significant.

as

last week

tances.

Week

days.
8.10, MS and 9 p

days early

just
I

Friends of Mrs. Charles W. Mason were
pained to learn of her death, which occurred this afternoon.
She had been a
patient sufferer for weeks from gangrene.
J. C. Qoudey of New’ York was in Ells-

following

MAILS CLOSB

well under way for the annual

Miss Laura Jones of East Orange, N. J.,
is the guest of James E. Parsons and wife
for a few days before going to her former
h ome in Waltham for the summer.

Dayt.

•■’rom Wbst—7, 11.50 a ro; 7.08 p
No mail from east Sunday.

The loyalty of our clients is one of our
biggest assets. It is
not quite so tangible, perhaps, as our *2,u00,000
resources, but it is

his vacation.

Woman’s Alliance of the Unichurch, to be held at Hancock

hall two

effect, June 30, 1919

ing.)

are

fair of the

'ROM Wert—7.00, 7.18, 11 (0i m; 4.80. 7.0«
p m.
’rom Eart—U.25,8.41. S.43. 10.87
p m. (10.87
inRi) not distributed until
morn-

(This “ad" written and ftirniahed by the Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston.)

for

soon

tarian

MAILS RBCMIVBD.

independent
possible

here

ST BLLSWORTH POSTOFPICH.

Week
a

and

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

The Federal Reserve Banking System is a simple
and practical means of making the nation's credit
liquid at all times.

One Reason Why We Grow

Burleigh Davidson of Lafayette,
visiting her parents, David Friend
wife. Mr. Davidson will join her
is

Plans

little value without the reservoir behind it.

at

Mrs. E.

Ind.,

>ring

RESERVOIR systems insure a steady water supply
in every city and large town. The faucet is of very

ratibn:tt0rmmt0.

con-

Dr. Lewis

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

Union Trust Co

Making the Nation's Credit L iquid

the

and

Edison Machines
and Records

Ellsworth, mains

MOORE’S PHARMACY
"The
Corner

Opposite

Rexa 11
Post Office

Store
ELLSWORTH

All children’s straw hats at K off the regular price.
New Patterns in Bungalow Aprons, loose, belted
style, an extra value
$1.49
Peroixde, Verbena and Geranium Toilet Soap, for
this week only, 3 cakes for
25
New lines of Shirt Waists just received in Voiles,
Crepes
and Georgettes.
Store Open Until 9 p. m. Thursday
Closed All Day Friday, July 4.

MARTIN L. ADAMS
95 riAlN STREET

Ellsworth,

Maine

st&Bmiscmmta

HOW THIS
NERVOUS WOMAN
GOT WELL
Told by Herself. Her Sincerity Should Convince Others.
Christopher. 111.—“For four years I
suffered from irregularities, weakness,

and
down
Two of

__nervousness,

was in

run

a

condition.
our best doctors
failed to do me any
good. 1 heard so
much about what
Lydia E. Pinkham s
V egetable Compound had done for
others, I tried i„
and was cured. I

longer

no
vous, am
am

ana

health.
cure

in

ner-

regular.
excellent

I believe the Compound will

any female trouble. ”—Mrs. Alice

Heller, Christopher, 111.

Nervousness is often a
symptom of
weakness or some functional derangewhich
be
overcome
bv this
ment,
may
famous root ana herb remedy, Lvdia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound, by
as

have found

thousands of women

experience.
If complications exist, write Lydia E.
Pi nkh am Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for

suggestions in regard to your ailment.
The result of its long experience is
at

SttofCtwmtnt#.

Jflutual Bern fit Column.

your service.

EDITED BT

Ita Motto:

M

44Helpful

and

;

get back home again—and there to see
Old friends and faces of long-vanished days.
To hear some friendly voice call out to me
To

snow

To get back home again—to know at last
The guns are still from Flanders to Lor
ratne;

The day of slogging through the mud is past.
The uight of terror in the driving raiu
Lies hidden in the midst of Argonne drifts,
A grim, yet holy specter of the years
That wait ahead, where every shadow lift*
Before the smile that welcomes through its
tears.

Miss

Billings, who recently
cousin, Vangie Abbott, has
home
accompanied by Miss

Pauline

visited

her

returned

and death,
Beyond the dreamless sleep of those who
wait
To bold the line they fought for to the eud.
Eternal sentinels at Freedom’s Gate.
Where none shad pass save those who whisper— ‘•Friend.”

Abbott.
Miss

Ruth Sawyer is home from Bangor.

Miss Mariau
who has
been
West,
teaching at Bar Harbor, is home.
Misses Geneva and Grace Darling of
Brewer

visiting

are

their

grandparents,

E. E. Sea mm on and wife.
Willie

Goodwin, little grandson

K.

of

E. Scammon and
an

wife, who underwent
operation at Massachusetts hospital,

gaining,

is

and

will

soon

be

able tore-

turn home.

To get back borne again—vc*. that
The real is leas than uothiug

the

world;
To hear no more the bugle's unking call
The tramp of marching feet—all standards
furled—
And only sileut thoughts of those who stay
To hold the guard across the endleaa years.
Who will not come again tht ancient way
Nor know the "smile that welcomes through
its tears."
—Liel tenant Rick, 3d Army, American Eat
—

pt-diticnary Forces.
—Sdnt

June 30.

down

8.

by Sad te.

peace
long.

after

in

posing

1

Miss A rebel M.
business
short

college

Rowe, who

in

Bangor,

attending

is

is

home for

Mills and wife of Bangor, have

opened their home here for the
Miss Alice

Silsby

recently visited their aunt.
Schoppei, at Beddington.
Mrs.

summer.

brother William

and

Miss

Ella

Eugene Laugblin, with her daugh-

ter and

son.

La Verne

and

Eugene, jr

A

June 30.
ROSIER.

VVheelock
at

are

those

realize

this

what

back home.”

may be that this foreign war which has
brought out many of those young men
to take part in it, will have opened a way

people obtaining

to these

a

new

view

of

the broadness of the world.

Keller Hjfi:

Helen

the keynote of ray life—always to
regard as mere impertinence* of fate the
handicaps that were placed on my ltf- almost
the
I resolved that they
at
beginning
is

should not cru«h or dwarf
be made to blossom, like
flower*.

that

the

it

to

forget

much

to

them.

Gradually,

soul, but rather
%arou'* rod. with

ple should be ashamed to grumble
handicaps or lack of opportunity?”

at

her

sufficient

EVBUYBUOY

and

friend

cottage

of

for

from

Summer and winter time
Makes no different to Iowa
They milk rain or shine.
Soil ia growing richer.
Debt* are cleared away
Ju*t because they’re milking
In I. O. A.
—

Everybody milks in Iowa,
Let

trust, is enjoying his

Mr. Collins of Camden
brother Edward.

Eugene Jordan
his house.

is

is

building

visiting
a

piazza

Help Your Digestion
indigestion

Mrs. Benjamin Sargent has returned
from a visit in Sargentville.
Mrs. Martin Gray of Balfast is visiting
here.

Ruth Gray, who has been attending high school in Bangor, is employed
Miss

Gray

MADE BY SCOTT a SOWN?
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION

inn.

June 27.

with

Dissolve easily on tongne—as I
pleasant to take as candy. Keep ;
your stomach sweet, try Kl-moids i
I

q.

nothing else tempts

This lovely gown for summer occa
sions is mouse color with white beads
and red and orange embroidered flowers.
The hat is brown and navy flow
ered chiffon, brown glaced milan and
little chestnut burrs as trimming.

CHEMISE OF DIFFERENT TYPE
Undergarment of Days Gene By Not
Like the Abbreviated Style
of Today.

Everybody

gone to

Even my old

and

milking.
Madge.

of Summer
Intestinal

Complaint,

disturbances are
frequently corrected by the use of Mother
(Jrav's Sweet Powders for Children.
They
tend to cleause the intestinal tract and proUsed by Mothers for over
I mote digestion.
30 years. All druggists sell them.

appetite

your

Eat White Bread
own

home with

FLOUR
its

delicious

flavor

quickly
WHITCOMB, HAYNES

&

and

wonderful

set you

right

WHITNEY.

are

set down in front of you.

Then you

can

Buy by

the

druggist.

case

Keep

from your grocer or
few bottles on ice.

a

THE CLICQUOT CLUB COMPANY, Millis. Mass.. U.S.A.

PARASOL|I

One of

parasols

a

new

collection of lovely

can very easily be copied by
who Is only moderately clever

the girl
with her needle. She may either bny
a plain silk one In any of the pastel
shades, and decorate It. or she may
even dress up last year's one to look
like new. The Idea Is this: At intervals about the edge Is a little flower
with
two
camouflage leaves. The
flower Is made of little shlrrings of
georgette crepe and there Is a little
loop of the same material on either
side of the little round group of shlrrings to suggest the leaves. These apftqued flowers may be of the same color as the parasol or they may all be of
different pale shades. A dresden color
scheme would be lovely Indeed. Whatever colors you choose, however, you
will find that your parasol to carry
when you wear summery things Is
quite the daintiest yon have ever seen.

Quick Method of Tracing Better Than
Use of Transparent Paper
and Pencil.

William Tell
and

label

tip back your head and er ,oy the moi. golden,
sparkling, bubbling, quenching drink that ever
gladdened your palate. Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
is made of finest, purest materials and dear water
from a wonderful spring.

r lowers

COPYING THE BRAID DESIGNS

Make it in your

T X 7HENEVER thirst seizes your mouth and
VY throat, make sure that this bot tie and this

man.

Aunt

Cases

GINGER ALE

wun
uamounage
Leaves Add to the Beauty of
the Sunshade.

—

stomach

I'nderllnen follows the fashion like
every Item of dress, and of late, says
a writer In the London Gentlewoman,
there has been a decided curtailing of
an
undergnrrnent that once reached
the ankles. Nowadays It starts at the
bust, has narrow sarin ribbons upon
the shoulders to keep It In place, and
stops above the knees. How our grandmothers would have opened—or shut
—their eyes! Rut these short chemises
have their practical side. Let me explain. As everybody knows. It Is always the bottom of the chemise that j
lasts longer than the top, and when i
the latter begins to show signs of
wear beneath the arms, as Is the nature of fine fabric or linen undergarments. economy that has been practiced In so many forms during the
war. lias taught us to cut away the
worn portion and Join the embroidery or lace, or whatever the trimming at the bust may be, to tile lower
part and thus make n new short
chemise out of an old long one.
Silk chemises are very general In
Paris, as linen Is such a scarce article
In France since the disasters In the
Nonh. Pale pink Is to be seen In the
leading ateliers, with nattier blue embroidered and the same blue shade In
ribbons.

untie

aiiDrttiBnnrnts

When

Like

will wish to practiae real eco®.
round carton. lettered in black an<f sro)<L
of your dealer. Premium couoon in each.
Thuraton and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine

TO MAKE A PRETTY

Hear rae what i say,
Live on milk and honey,
While the cow eats hay;
Mother’s quit her washing.
Bo has Sister Ann.

KfhoidS i

Sherman Blake of Newr York and his
sister Eva visited here this week.

at

Everybody milks in Iowa—

When arid-distressed, relieve the

on

tell yoiy that:

With the butter fat.
If the grain crop fail* them
They dou't move away.
Just keep right on milking
In I O A

—

his

me

Buying automobiles

the

Gray.

MILK* IX IOWA.

Everybody milks in Iowa—

summer.

Belford Perkins is working for Maurice

me.

We aii like the cow;
our faith to bossy
Ha* mode our neighbor* bow.
Everybody milks in Iowa,
Even Sister Rae;
Everybody does the milking.
In 1. O. A.

satisfaction

we

you sent

Pinning

for

for them at
not many of the n would
enjoy the almost forced publicity which
attended the “one man army” moun-

who,

clippings

Everybody milk* in Iowa.

Probably

taineer

of the

it true that Aum Maria thinks of giving up the farm after sending a poem tike
the following for the column?

storehouse
of
memory,
they
bring out the eveuts of the war
as
they realized them, but the home
greetings and welcoming* from everyone
are

USE

roy

The article goes on; “When a girl withsight or hearing can say a thing like
that, and can carry out her reflation,
don’t you think that normal young peo-

side the water, do not
means to them to “get

They are glad

Maine Folks

out

awhiie the scenes of the past few years.
They missed the home a^sociat ions, the
familiar
views, the old friends, and
to
the
old
returning
life
means

first.

^1.

CAPE

Hartford,

mentioned

The Coffee

half century ago Harper's Magazine
a series of illustrated articles
“The Mountain Whites.1’ Some of

Is

boys who have returned from the war do
to talk much about their experiences over there; but it ia quite
possible

^

of Hancock county
Rev. Benjamin Dodge
of West Brooksville was a missionary and
teacher among theui for many years.
It

use

not care

Will Use I<ess Coffee Per Cup

You

ill remember that

w

will

Miss Mildred Coombs closed a successful term of school here
Friday and returned to her home at Isle au Haul.

Kate

been

“L. F.'' Medicine Co., Portland. Me.

the older resident*

the

visiting here.

Miss

has often

that

vacation.

Ora E.

is

a

It

a

bottle at all dealers

published

Sadie, I think you can claim that this is
your column, as 1 bare made

Dear AI. B. Friendt:

P\

States.

rightfully
AURORA.
Miss Ruth Young of Bangor has been
Visiting Mrs. Howard Crosby.

yourself. Fifty

cents a

D

the

mountaineer in the war conafter
fided to hU lieutenant,
they had
reached France and were deep in the business
of fighting: **1 like this war. It’s the first
public war I’ve ever been in."
rlbtifc away in the six-hundred
mile strip
extend from Virginia
of mountains that
down into northern Georgia and Alabama,
of these mountaineers,
are three millions
descendants of original
EnglUh, Scottish,
Irish and French colonists who wandered
into
the
mountain
fastnesses
generaaway
whose children's chrildren
tions ago, aud
are no further advanced than their forebears.
Their story is one of the most fascinating
chapters in the whole history of the Cnited

This

all;

is

and with satisfaction to

limelight so
The allusion to that soldier brings to
my mind the following sent by Sadie:

on

To get back home again—oh. dream of dream*.
Too radiant to last but for a breath;
The drift of
purple nights and singing

19-1

A

A southern

From street or corner of remembered ways.
Where rain or shine or wind-blown winter
The lights of home hold up their jfcldeu
shield.
With soft, warm arras from out the long ago
In waiting welcome from the silent field.

honeymoon

iu

T

f

you have been confined in a close room, open the windows or get
out for a moment and get your lungs filled with fresh air.
If your
stomach is deranged from hasty eating, or eating too heartily of
rich or indigestible food try a few doses of "L. F." Atwood's
Medicine to start up your digestive functions. You will get speedy
relief and you will find yourself doing your customary work
easily

Sample tree from
•

streams

EGYPT.

Scott fk Bowse. Bloomfield N. J.

tp

bead.
If

Soctt’s Emulsion will help
any child grow.

j

GET BACE HOME.

No energy

Scoffs Emulsion

communications,*and its successdei»ends largely
Com: on the support given It In this respect
mu ideations must l>e signed, but the name of
1 writer will not be printed except by permission
j Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the coiumn, hut none
Address
will be rejected without good reason
all communications to
The amkkkak.
Ellsworth, Me.

Beyond black dawns still rife with ghosts

COUNTY NEWS

---

You cannot attend to your work property. or with any degree of
satisfaction, if your head aches or if you feel dull and grouchy from
a disordered stomach, or imperfect
digestion. To do your work
easily, quickly and well, and to keep at it. you must i.ave a clear

is so definite in its help to a child
of any age.
Latter-day science
reveals that the “vitamins” are
needful for normal growth.

j

1

IMint'snuinti

GOWN

Nature placed the growth-promoting vitamins” in the oil of
the cod-fish—this explains why

j

1

SUMMER

THE EXPLANATION

Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succlnc 5
hi
; stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mui
oenefit, and alms to he helpful and hoj.etui
I Being for the common good. It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of !nformation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*

TO

BEAUTIFUL

AUKT HUH.K".

food value

will

Often, in planning

dress, there
is an especially pretty piece of braided design on some old gown that takes
your fancy and which you would like
to repeat, If possible, as trimming for
the new. Unless you are unusually expert In freehand It Is out of the question to reproduce the graceful curves
and proportions of the original In making your transfer upon the new goods.
A quick method of tracing, better even
than the use of transparent paper and
pencil and tracing the design as the
map at school was traced, is to cover
the design with fine tissue paper and
a

; sign.
Rub

the

crayon

IWhy

____

In

one

direction

fll9^

rB.DUNNING&cn
?nBANGOR7me.j

new

then rub over the entire area below
the paper lightly with a heavy crayon.
As the crayon strikes the braid below
the paper It leaves a darker Impression which faintly reproduces the de-

enly.

Thousands of housewives hereabouts have
the SUPREME QL\SS A1 mark of
school days on SUPERB^ Food Products.
The excellence of these goods is sure to
appeal to your family circle.
'SUPERBA on the Label—SUPERB lor your Table.
not
try SUPERBA Canned Goods, Teas and
Coffees? Buy by the Cose—assorted; it s economical.
THE dealer in your neighborhood sells the SUPEPBA line.

placed

jL

Our Farm and Garden
Implements and Haying Tools

of every

are sold by some dealer in your immediate neigh*
Patronize him! You will be well served ! 84 years* experience
reliability of DUNCO goods. If substitutes are offered
INQUIRE of dunning before buying
Write for #ur 1919—192
Page FREE catalog. Time and again during

description

borhood.
backs the

the year you will be
happy to have it handy.
R. a DUNNING & CO., fcangor, Maine.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE

AMERICAN

j
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I When You’re Tired i

|

|

and need the invigoration of a well-flavored,

l

f

t

full -oodied hot cup,
there’s nothing superior

|
♦

1

to

i

I Pos‘

Cereal

j

\

wv
V‘‘*

♦
<»«»»»♦♦♦«♦♦♦««♦«> MMH

s’TY

v

K v-

lliei-Munt,

DT1H.
Miry Elisabeth Jordan, who died at
far Harbor Jnna 14, was the a*t survivor

ofifitrilfof

seven

of the late Abram M.

Hannah D. Warren. Her age was
eighty-two years. Mr*. Jordan’s parents
werethe first settler* here, coming
from Hear boro where she was horn. She
always retained her interest in the Warren
aod

childhood

ber

(arm.

relatives,

Jordan

she

yearly,

home.

whom

To

she

Mrs.

used

always

to

the

same

young, vivacious aunt, the years
touching hi r youthful spirit.

never

visit

The

was

for

reason

white

perch

is

Lora Webster of South-

were

Mrs

Harry Leighton,
home

from

Is-ighton

who has

Boston,

went to

just

and

Winter

returned

Flossie

MiSs

Harbor to at-

tend the

graduation*coming home Friday,
their sister, Mist Onevieve, who has tieen a student in the high

a«

panted by

con^

school th**re the past year.
Charles
ton.

He

Kittredge
was

left

Sunday

accompanied

a*

for

Bos-

as

Ban-

far

gor by Mrs Raymond K.iltredge and bon
Merrill of that place, who nave neeu visiting here.

J

now

by the dozen filled with
h?
fishing
may
parties
turn luge'
seen at night-fall, the best
the luscious white fish, all beaded (or

open and

llaibor

tbe recent guest* of
l»renzo Mayo.
Mr*. Nina Richards* n of
Mapleton is
visiting here.
west

uik

auto*

Port-

Mrs. Edith Brooks and two
daughters
Portland are guests at S. O. Hardison’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter ot Belfast were
week-end guests'at E. E. Coombs’.
Mrs. Amelia Bowdoin of Hulhvan is visiting her sister, Mrs. Maria Good* in.
Miss Adah Savage attended the ClarkC base
wedding at Brewer

Wednesday.

Misses Grace and
Brewer are spending

Geneva
a

Darling

ot

w

*

.»*»

SOLVED IN ASIA
“Cone Dwellers” Had No Fear of
the Landlord.

FIRST APARTMENT HOUSES

week here.

Miss Hester Clark ot Btoiiington visited
here last

*

eek.

Harold Worcester has resumed his work
swimming pool at Northeast Harbor.

Ht the

Homes of the Troglodytes in Cappadocian Valley In Asia Minor Were

ou

23.

M.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

know the
realm of childhood dreams
Is a (and of

Shaped by Eroding Action of Flowing Water Some 2,000 Years Before
Christ—Each Succeeding Generation

Has

Helped

Make

Dwellings

More Habitable.

have

employment.
Clark, steward on a yacht for a
Philadelphia party, is spending a few days

Two sizes, usually sold at 15c and 25c

f,n

m

Refutation of the common belief
that apartment houses are a developat home.
ment of modern methods in building
Pearl Coombe and family, who went to and that the idea of housing 30 to 50
Georges pond, have returned and gone to families under one roof was thought
of first in the nineteenth century, is
Bar Harbor, where they have
employcontained in an article on "The Cone
ment.
Wuliam Roiiina and w ife and Mrs. Ella Dwellers of Asia Minor,” published in
the
National Geographic Magazine.
Hardison were in Brewer one day last
The late Dr. J. R. Sitlington Starrett,
week. They were accompsnied home
by traveler and
explorer, the author of
Mrs Vernon Smith and two children.
the article, presents a history of his
M ss Eirena
DeBeck, who Isas been inspection of the land of the
Trogloleaching in Dealer, and Mias Leona Dedytes whose homes in the Cappadocian
Beck, a student at the U. of M., are
valley were shaped by the erodhome.
ing notion of flowing wnter some
Mr*. Alvin Walls and two children and
2.000 years before Christ, and stand
Miss Miriam Heed of Tremorn spent the
today, "walk-ups” It Is true, hut neverweek-end
with
their brother. Dalton
theless nature’s own apartment houses.
Heed.
The habitations are cone-shaped.
Mrs. Ella Bradbury, who has been in
Pumice stone is the material of which
Hollis several weeks, came home Satur- they are made, and to protect them
day. accompanied by her si»terT Mrs. from the action of rain nature proLizzie Bradbury.
vided them with roofs of lava that
was belched
from nearby volcanoes.
The many friends of Mrs. Nellie WorcesCompared to those of more modern
ter are, as usual at this season of the
civilization, the homes of the coneyear, receiving beautiful flowers from her
garden, which is the pride of the com- dwellers lack much that makes for
comfort. Needless to state, they are
munity.
not provided with lighting systems,
June 30.
Echo.
running wnter. elevators, superintendSALISBURY COVE.
ents, dumb-waiters and bellboys. Bat
Mias A Uda Lilly of Soi^rna Mills rein their favor Is the fact that no rent
ceutly visited her aunt, .Mrs. Irving Mc- need he paid nor leases signed; no
Farland, at the home of Lester .McFar- neighbors’ children ean disturb one beland.
cause the floors are-of thick stone, and
Miss Thelma Johnson has returned from
burglars find business unprofitable he
cause
once
the Troglodytes family
Lamoin*. where she has been teaching.
turns in for the night, the “stairs” is
Newell Emery is at home from U. of M.
pulled np after them..
Mrs.
H. Fremont Maddocks of North
neir nomes.
Claud

At Grocers.

I »ffton and Mr*.

visaing

of

they

#

|

is

Misses Alice Ryder and Valma Bbuman
Saturday for Northeast Harbor, where

_

4

Bradbur.v, Jr.,

nrMT nnawt
*»**• <*

left

♦

Delicious and healthful,
it supports and cheers
with its refreshing goodness, and it is an economical table drink as
well.

Frank
land.

1

Ellsworth has been
Mrs. Fr-<1

visiting

her

daughter,

Moore.

June 23.

R.

.

\

sweets.

Make some of
those dreams

Ju
^

delightful

a

reality by
taking home

WR1GLEY5
frequently.

How about
tonight?

improve

The present

generation

of Troglo-

dytes has improved on the dwellings
left them by their ancestors. In fact

to ! each succeeding generation has done
brother, Frank Lee, in I its bit to make the stone houses more
ha*!'gs.n
thap'er ant Oarrt tier.
habitable. For instance. Doctor Starviiioveu
Itroiber ILtootnUeld R*rd, a moat
m’ish Georgia
McFarland is at the ; rett explains that in some locations,
worthv ii. ti failtttui io> inner: Therefore be it
Beech Hilt lake.
where the simple cones were the origAtfu./rrd. Thai we extend our sincere sym- Columbia cottage, Bar Harbor, for the
Davis.
June -3.
inal dwellings, the Troglodytes have
summer.
pathy to the family in their sorrow.
WEST EDEN.
June 27.
Rr»vle*d. That a copy of these resolu Ions
R.
improved the situation by building fabe sent to tbe bereaved family and to Tin:
cades of pumice stone in front of
Mb. Blanche Mayo of Gloucester, \1a-n
»wt» tm am-me an
f-r pubCcation; aiso
h
For anj itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
them.
la visitr g ber «>i»ter-»ii-»*w
Mr-**. Agnes
1h
ii cv be spread on our records and that
.-alt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
Apparently the cones already were
FAIRYFCCT gives .nstant bunion relief. It takes out the swelling
Mayo.
-o' mailer be draped in mourning
t
itirty -cables. Doau's Ointment i* highly re- standing when the forefathers of the
b*10- removes the lump.
No appliances or ugly pads to wear—no
Mr* Lowell Bickford and little -on A
commended. «)c a box al all stores. Add
present Troglodytes entered the Capoperation. FAIRY
soothes, absorbs and brings your
foot
back
to
ts
normal size and shape. Wear your
were
solid, howpadocian valley. They
y
-U-u. I UttiilL. IS
1
~walk
as much as you want—
ever, and considerable work was nec£
FA_RYFCOI will
makeyou fcrget your misery.
essary to make apartment houses of
Cver 72,000 people in ^ X'k. the last six months got rid
them.
their bunions by using
FAIRYFCOT
Why
Primitive tools were used to cut endon t ycu try it toe? it will cost
xd x you nothing if it does
trances and once the first hole was
net satisfy. We guarantee it.
We
<< have a F AIRYFOOT
made, the vorkers spread themselves,
remedy for every foot trouble.
y
so to speak, and proceeded to enlarge
Al.K.YANDCK’s PHARMACY, El swortli, Me.
the space inside. The entrance tunnels branched off into rooms; windows
were then
cut. and the Troglodytes
moved In.
Everything portable that
was owned by the Troglodyte was carried into his apartment and stored
away in the store room.
The mere fact that a cone already
Best qnalit* Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchwas inhabited, made no difference to a
ment paper, printed with especially made butter paper ink r.> comply
Troglodyte who liked its appearance.
with nee law. There is cheaper paper on the m irket; none better.
If he found a friend living inside, he
burrowed a home under or over that
Price,
paper and
friend's home.
In many instances,
Doctor Starrett wrote, cones were
500 sheets
$2.25 ;
size, $2.00
found to be or to have been used by
.
“
“
1000
3.00
four or five families.
The entrances
were found level with the ground in
many cases, while on the other hand
there were cone dwellings the entrances to which were located far
Summing Up Life.
SURRY.
above the surface.
Think on this doctrine—thnt reaof
ancient
the
Evidently
Troglodyte
Mrs. Venetia Caspar and family of
soning beings were created for one antimes was a
long-fingered, strong Dexter are visiting in town.
other’s sake; that to be patient is a
Small clefts in the
toed individual.
Miss Marie Osgood is home for a few
branch of justice, and that men sin
surface of the cones’ side were used
without intending it.—Meditations.
days.
In climbing to and from the apartMrs. Nellie Meader of Ellsworth is visitof
the
of
ments.
Troglodytes
Many
aBUttmtmnm
her sister, Mrs. Ster ing Anderson.
1 he mechanic who is
today, the article explains, use a pole ing
with motors will tell you,
Mr. Carr of
Miss Yirgie Mann and
in entering or leaving the house.
The oil that
best service and
is the oil that holds its
Hampden are visiting here.
Use Pole for Stairway.
And the modern Troglodyte, using a
Mrs. Otis Hooper and family of Sedgat
heat."
That’s
he recommends Polarine.
long wooden pole as a means of en- wick are visiting Mrs. Edna Osgood.
tering his home, shows little progress
Mias Lizzie Cray and mother have rethe oil feed
and Polarine will
your motor
in architecture.
None of his ances- turned home from
Sedgwick, where Miss
with the
that
indicates
wear
minimum
on
tors were brought up to the fresh-air
purr
Gray has been teaching.
Their sleeping rooms for the
habit.
and
much of its charm.
Mrs. Albert Conary and daughter are
power that
most part were not constructed so
visiting her aunt, Mrs. William Smith.
Examinathat air might circulate.
Polarine where you
Motor (fasoline—
Miss Helen Crocker left
Monday for
It matters not whether you have had
tion of the Interior rooms indicates
Bar Harbor, where she has employment.
wherever you see the red, white and blue
agonizing pains irom rheumatism f..r20
that the Troglodytes of the pre-Chrisor
years
distressing twuebiugs tor 20
Alice
Miss
Cowan has completed
her
tian era w?ere content to live in alweeks,
liheuma is strong enough and
year teaching the high school and left for I mighty and powerful
most total darkness.
enough to drive
So today their descendants pay lit- Massachusetts. The pupils hope she may ; rheumatic poisons from your body and
abolish
all
or
misery
money back.
tle attention to light and air. Fresh return in the fall.
t'has. E. Alexander and all druggists sell
air and sunlight find their way into
Francis Harden, employed as ehauffeur liheuma on a no-cure
A
no-pay basis.
just one room. That is located at the by Mrs. Higgins of Charleston, motored large bottle is inexpensive, and after you
take
the
small
dose
as
directed once a day
The other rooms are al- here with a party Saturday, returning
entrance.
| for two days you should know that at last
ways in inky blackness, unless the ocMonday.
you have obtained a remedy that will concupants of the house lets the wind and
of
The graduation exercises
Surry high quer rheumatism.
For oyer seven years throughout America
rain exert their forces on his walls. school were held at the
grange hall Thursliheuma has been prescribed and has reThus a window may force its presence f
The hall was tastefully leased thousands from agony,
day evening.
pain and
upon them.
decorated.
There were two graduates, despair.
Ethel him line Morgan, who delivered the
«t«. U.f. PAT. OFF.
Bed Posts in Fence.
valedictory, and Abbie Rebecca Trundy,
A Shawnee County, Kansas, farmer, who delivered the salutatory.
UnderTHE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
William T. Stock, has more than tw'o g^Hduates w bo had parts on the program
of
are
which
the
of
fence,
miles
wrers ruaie F.
posts
McUraw, Glad's L. Lord,
Take no other
Mwy or your
all Iron bed posts bought from Topeka CsrletDU L. Carlisle, Annie J.Swett and
DruuaUt- Vsk fort'll l-CIfl m-TFRU
5
DIAMOND HR A N D 1*11.1.*, for *6
to 7^
Ruth A.
junk dealers. He paid from
Caspar. All parts were we'l
years known as Rest, Safest, Always Relial-la
delivered. A dance followed.
cents apiece for them and estimates he
SOLD BY WiUGGISIS EVERYWHERE
June 30.
has a permanent fence at a saving of
L.
$200. Stock does a good deal of Junk
Heavy, impure blood mikes a muddy,
yard shopping. He has an automobile pimply complexion, headaches. nausea, intruiler made from an old spring wagon,
digestion. Thin blood makes yon weak,
salvaged automobile wheels and home- pale and sickly. For pure blood, souud
made axles, hubs and spindles.
digestion, u*e Burdock Blood Bitiers. #; .25

enthusiastic

MKVIOaiAl.

Deal

vi

It

L wis Hall and

K OLliflUNl

inro

vi-.v

Mrs.

family

left

Saturday

Hall's

our

End Your BUNION PAIN

_

Tonight!

HERE IS GOOD NEWS
^jx.FOOT
A**.

...

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
including

special printing:

pound size,

naif-pound

3.50;

COUNTY NEWS

The Experienced Mechanic Knows
gives

cylinder

Adjust

intimately acquainted
protection
why

correctly,

keep
running
piston rings, bearings

quiet

shafts—quiet

ONLY POWERFUL
MEDICINE WILL END

body

RHEUMATISM

gives motoring

Huy

buy power-full Sot'Ony
SoOOny Sign.

STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

SDCDNY
PRODUCTS

CHICHESTER

sess

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

at

all stores.-Adel.

S PILLS

the t£llsu)ortt) American

COUX I Y tiOSMP.

EVERY

RAILWAY RATES
Til bt muVflhUtl)

Killing froets in Hanvock county Stiurday niyht nod again Sunday night, June

BUST TRHFO

28 and 28.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELL8WURH, MAINE

After graduating hia thirty-first class
from the Castine normal school, Principal
Albert F. Richardson has tendered his
resignation, to take effect at the end of
the next school year. June, 1920. For

BY TH*

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
H.

W.

Tim,

Editor »nd

Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Strictly in Advance)
One year.tlAe
Four month*.00

thirty-one

been

witn

Public

ment to

private

life.

story is told of a Northeast Harresident, a non-smoker himself, who, as a preliminary to entertaining
some
distinguished guests, bad a box
of choice Havanas, 50 cents each, sent to
his home. Unfortunately, he bad not
bor

JULY 2, 1919.

Peace.
was officially ended
the signing of the peace
tr aty with Germany. Germany will
observe next Sunday as a day of

The world war

Tbe Huna must by

this

bis

That

evening she
cigars came

of Alsace-Lorraine
to France, Posen and West Prussia to
Poland, part of Schleswig to Denmark
and of 382 square miles of Rhenish

begun

municipal

Harbor

Prussia to Belgium.
The Saar coal basin to be internationalized for fifteen years, pending
a plebiscite to determine permanent
control, tbe coal mines going to
France.

man in

under

laws

Tbe

Czecho-Slovakia.
Germany loses all colonies and her
valuable concessions in Europe, Asia
and Africa, and recognizes tbe Brit

are

by

is

of

j

in tbe

Justice

management

judgment

be,

must

entry

j
j
1

for

;

i

>

ORLAND.

The date of Orland fair is Sept. 24. VV.
3. Hatchings is superintendent.
W. Curtis Clark of Brockton,
;Mass., is

Staple# and|wife*

the guest of M.

Miss Ella Facteaux, who has been seriously ill of diphtheritic sore throat, is im-

proving.
Arthur

Ger-

Thayer, who
improvements on

sive

bouse, is here with

is

making*

exten-

F. M. Staples

the

guest.

a

,

j

daughter] viist Lois. Minespolis; Mrs. Ella Cote | and*, daughter,
Pittsburg, Mass.; Mrs. Rate Hanson,

j

Boston.

and

Mrs. Theo

Emerson

NY.

daughter

and

Mrs. Luella
the

MICH. ■■■■K
H.t
•n
GA.

Stanley’s.
Everett Wedge

discharge, and

has

move!

into

Mrs.

Charles Gott and wife jhave gone to Seal
Harbur for the

Mayo and wife of Mt-dford,
visiting Mr*. Mayo’s brother,

Lafflo.

from Bar Harbor

hospital this week.
Mrs. Vida Croiby and Bernice Spurting
are employed at Mrs. Millard|Suurhug's.
Mrs. Lewis Ladd, who has been ill since

in Brewer.

June 30.

M.
<

BLUEH1LL PAULS.
Mr. Piper of Eddington
the Nevin cottage.

is

employed

last

at

Mrs. Weston and family, who spent the
winter in Bermuda, have opened their
cottage here.

June 23.

tail, is able to be out in

Mrs. Ernest

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be

a

and

wheel chair.

family

have
sum-

mer.

Mrs.

Elizabeth

Rowe, Mrs. Hetty
son oftf Massachusetts

Schriftguiesser and
have opened tneir cottage.

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There it
only one way to cure catarrhal deafness
remedy
and that is by a constitutional
Catarrhal Deaf'uess ia caused by an iuflamec
th<
condition of the mucous lining of
is in
tube
this
When
Eustachian Tube
flamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and wheu it is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result. Unless th<
inflammation can be reduced and this tub«
restored to its normal coudi.iou, hearing
Many cases ol
will be destroyed forever
deafness are caused by catarrh, which L
mucous surtne
of
condition
an inflamed
faces. Mall’s Catarrh Medicine acts through
of the
mucous surfaces
the blood on the
systemDollars loi
One Hundred
we will Five
cm, of e awrrbal DeMoeea tbet u.iiol
Cir»ll’e Ceterrb Medicine
be cured by
eulere free. AH Uramlete. 7Se.
HENEY A OO.Toledo. O.
F. 3

Spurting

moved to Northeast Harbor for the

Crumbs.

wife will leave this
week for Seal Harbor, where Mr. Bunker
Alton Bunker and

will sail the

Byard family.

Richard Stanley will leave for New
York this week to bring the boat he is to
be employed on to Bar Harbor.
The
at

first guests to

Millard

those

wife of

expected

Hamilton of

Edson and

arrive

Spurling’s

De Saivio and

for the

New

season

are Prof. Alfoozo
Chicago.
Among

later io the week

son

are

Miss

York, Mrs. Eleanor

and

daughter of Beau-

Texas, and Miss Esther Wilson
Lawrence, Kansas.
mont,

|

June 30.

W.VA.
N.CAR.
UTAH

■■■^■■^:!

VERMONT
NEVADA

■■HHBipBiHBL:.,

°»|0
ALA.
wash.
KY.
maine

summer.

The famous Hamor house wil!£opeu for
dinners and tea parties after July 4.
Miss Florence Bracy is expected home

Maynard Springer recently visited

m

OREGON

he

as

was

kuown

upright

an

citizen

1

and

highly

was

and

esa

APPLY AT

of

HOOKEY.

MISS.
MONT

|
|

C»mbr%

SCHOOL, OR STREET FLOOR. CUSTOM HOUSE. BOSTON. MA*

fctga' Gotten.
PHOKAT* KUT1CC*.
1. b.rabjr glr.n th.t the following
A-N
appointments have been made by tbe
Probate Court within and for tbe count* of
Hancock. State of Marne:
Da*ld James King, late of the
city, county
and state of New York, deceased. Louise |£.
Keck ford.
Louts J. Kecatord. Beatrice K
Loeb and Friia Loeb. all of New York, anpoint Mi executors of tbe last will and tesla
ment of aaid decea ed; date of
qualification
June S. a. d. 1919
Not being residents of tbe
Staie of Ma.se. they have
appointed Albert
H
Lynam ol Bar Harbor, Hancock countv.
State of Main., their agent in said State of
Maine
Sarah C. Wheelwright late of < obe«s*i,
cou ty of Norfolk
and commonwealth of
Massachusetts. ce cased
Mary C. Wh< el
wrlfht of Boston and Henry B. Cabot of
Brookline, both In the state of Masaachu
setta. appointed executors of the last will and
testament of aaid deceased
date of qualifi
cation J ne 10. a. d. 1919
Not eing residents
of the State of Maine, the* hove
appointed
Jerome H. Kn wle*. of Nortbeast Harbor,
Hancock count*. State of Maiue. their a gen*,
in said Staie of M«ioe.
Andrew C. Wheelwright, late of Cohistet,
coanty of Norfolk, snd commonwealth of
MsssaclHisetu, deceased. Charles c. Wheel
terlgnt of aaid t oh asset, appoinie executor
of tbe last will and testament of said deceased, date of qualification June 10. a d 1919
Not being a resident of tbe State of Maine,
be
baa
appointed Jerome H Knowles of
Nortbeaat Harbor. Hancock county. Slate of
Maine, bis agent In said State of Maine.
Clara J Edwards, late of Sooth Brooksvine, in »atd county, d*ceaeed. Lonng H.
Coombs of BronkrrlUe. In said
couuly. an
pointed executor of tbe laat will and testa
ment of aaid deceased; date of
qualification
June 8, a. d la it.

To *11 p»r.oja imereated in
either
tatea hereinafter named.
At

on

j

j!
j

He is survived by g widow, who was
E. Smith of Ellsworth Falls, one ^
daughter, Mrs. George F. Wood, one
grandson, a brother, Pearl Atherton of
Blnebili, and a sister, Mrs. Oscar Snowman of Bar Harbor.
The funeral wa* conducted by Rev.
George E. Soper, D. l>., and was followed
by the Odd Fellows* service. There were
many handsome floral tribute*. The burial was in the family lot at Glen wood
cemetery, Everett.
Susan

EAST LAM OINK.

lohu R

a

»

i.

H.ncock.oou;.'!'**
oL^T™'

fSLiS
id, ’**

followlnf
haelne
aeoted for the action
THE
Ihereu.^TLl"'
»>•*' indicated. It la h>
mailer,

>eh, ordrTrt^ S
notice thereof he liven to aM oeraom
k, «•»•«»* oop, «f
"<«V
three
published
week,
I
aurceaaiveiv t.
Bllawortb American, a
new.pap,, n-hh.kfl
at Kllawortb. in said
count,. iK,
at
a
utobaie
appear
court to be held u >7
worth an the ruth h
da, of jl.
<*» °< the clock
1

..

lo’rrLl

I, the
and l>« heard ihereon If the, ece caute ”*■
L-alle A.
ar'er late of
H,.unt Dew,! i,
said cuBn.|, deceaa -d.
A certain
1 purportin' to be th- la*l will .ud la«-,a„,
of asm .tree..el. I«|ether with
! probate thereof and for the
the executor wi bout flvlag bond,
prewnio
!
Utlon A. Curler, the executor
it,-,
i catn, J.
1

1

I

te.u».“
petil,<,,.!!
appoint,,,./I

■

Bojrd "^ '•rtaon, iate ol Pratt,.
In .*14 count,, dvceoeed
Petition
Ha e, L Crib re*, admlolatralor for
certain ’*a! Mt»t* of •»>(! decs**?
I
1 •Hasted
In eald Franklin. and mo *
! described in ■ Id petition.
Annie Uo>1fiy. late of Lawrence
yjiM.
enuse. *, decosed.
Petition died
Mi L oe admlcUtrator with ta* win
lor licet*ae to aeL certain Teal rautt at
mi
! deceased, situated at Nort beast
counts of H sncock. state
f Maiue.
mar*
folly desciibed iu aaid petition.

fT?.’

1Dn7C2
h*'T

1

Ortndle. late of Bioebt 1. to aaid

count*, deceas'd
L/curgae ». Or adle. of
said Biuebill, appointed exeiator of tbs laat
will and testament of said dr ceased, date of
qualification June 19. a. d. 1919.

*•

pronate coort held at EU.worth
fo, the cou.it, of
teenth d., of June in the
,e»r of
one thousand ulna hundred
and
and
h, idjou rnment from
da, of aaid June a d. 1919

"VOT1CB

June 18, after a long illness.
He was born in Bluebill Jsn. 20, 1842,
the son of John
and Abigail (Grant)
Atherton.
He served in the navy during
the Civil war. After the war be flrat settied in Cambridge, Mass., where be was
employed as cooper bj the John P. Squire
Co. For the past fourteen years he was
a messenger at the Boston customhouse,
Mr. Atherton was a member of P.
Sterns Davis post, G. A. R., Cambridge,
America lodge, L O. O. F., Roxbury, and
Somerville encampment, I. O. O. F.
city,

co****!****

I
i

W!*nes«. HKHTRWD B. CLARK,
•sid Court. at E Uwortb. Ibis se r%u
day of June in tbe year of our l.p4
thousand nine hundred and nicetm
Roy C. Hans at*, (bwe
A true copy.
Attest -Roy C. Haikoh. Rertar

To all rersons interested in either of tie m>
tates hereinafter named:
of Dedham, in
decessed.
Mary J. Johnson of At a probate coart held at ElUwortk is if
been visiting bit parents, bsve returned raid Dedham, appointed executrix of the last j
for the county of Hancock, on tbs lesatwill and testame* of aaid deceased; dais of
fopt ib day of June, in the year of oar 1*4
to Boston.
one thousand nine hundred sod niuetm
qualification June t, a. d. 1919.
and
by adjoorarnent from tbe tenth dsy R
Mrs. Etta Lancaster has opened her
Joseph f. Dunne, late of Sontb Brooks•aid June. a. d. IMP.
Tills In said county, deceased
Walter K
house for the summer.
fo lowing
rasters having bees prraaid
Boults
Brooksrille.
Harrey.of
appolntod
seated for tow action thereupon bermA.
Lee Haycock and daughter and
Mrs. executor of tbe last will and testament of
said deceased; date of qualification June S. a. after indicated, it it hereby ordered: Inst
Cora Haycock
of
notice thereof he given to a 1
Bangor spent the d. 1914.
person* inter*
rated, by causing a copy of this order ;o 6s
week-end at.George l>avis’.
Joseph E Houston, late of Bucksport. in
three
w-sb» successively is tbe
said
Susan A
Houston of
county, droessed
June 30.
N.
lk*«’Ottb American, a newapap*r publuhed
said Bucksport.
in
said county, appointed at
Ellsworth, in said cowoty, that they m»»
eaecutrix o» the laat will and testament of
at a probate court to be held a» Eli*
appear
aaid deceased; date of quaiificatioa June 4,
Salt.
worth, on tbe fifteenth day of July. s. 1
a. d. 1919.
MM*t at ten of the clock in the forenooo. sol
»\/W*
Leslie C. Smith, late of Bucksport. in said be heard thereon if they ace cause.
100sere farm at North Brooksriile.
Fine
deceased
Carrie M
Smith of aid
orchard, enough wood and lumber for \ county,
Msry R. Jordan, late of Bar Harbor, in said
Bucksport. appointed executrix of tbe last county,
home use. heu bouses, barn and 10-room
deceased
A certain instrument pur
will ant’ testament of said d *ce«sed; dale of
bonse. with cistern
in
port!i g to be the last will and teviamentof
good condition. qualification June I, a d. 1919
said dr ceased, tog-liter wilh petition fr proMeadow on farm. 1 extra good cows, one farm
Margaret A. Archer, late of Aurora, in said bate
horae. twen y sheep and twenty lambs
Msi
thereof.
Herbert
presented
by
A. Russell Mace of said
M Jordan, tbe executor therein nsnml
deiWered at door.
Tel. Brookerille 24 IS. county, deceased.
Aurora, appointed executor of tbe last will !
W. If. P BasisEdith H. Phillips, late of Brooklio. in «id
aud tesuuirut of aaid deceased; date ot quuiiPetition that L. flrsnvll!#
county, deceased
fication May 18. a d. 1919.
Phillips or some other suitable person heap
standing on the G. 8. Cook farm.
Kdw u F. Hamilton, late of Surry, in aaid
with aae of barn for same if wanted.
pointed arm Inis! rator of the estate ol oh!
James F Carey of said deceased without giving bond, presented ky
county, deceased.
HiiunC. Darts, ISO Forest 8t.. Winchester.
L. (iranviile Phillips, too of said deceased
Ms#*
Sorry, appointed executor of tbe last will
and
esiaiueo
of said deceased; date ol
Maria W. Lowell, late of Bucksport. in
quatlficaiu k June 4, a. d. 1919.
deceased
Second account of Msry
AGON
and Jigger wagon. work harness
county,
'\I’r
Kate McDonald, late of EiDwortb. u aaid A. Patch, executrix, filed for settlement
sad riding harness
TV
Apply at 2*
Carrie K. t arney of said
iiuru Hr.. KI Is worth.
county, d* ceased
Helen McHenry Bradley, late of Pom/rrt.
Ellsworth, appountd admiuistratrix with tbe
district of pomfret.'late of
onnecticut. 4*
will anuefed of the estate of said deceased,
ceased.
Petition filed b) the Rhode I«so4
date of qualification Juae 10. a d. i919.
ZiflanUD.
Hospital Trust Company, legate* underfie
Daniel C Johnson, late of l>edbam. in aaid
last will and t*st»m*nt of said decease; fur
eounty. deceased
Shrrley Y->untr of said the amount of the iohe*ltance tatosraresDednam.
*f
tue
late of »»|j deceased, he deteruunsd »y ih
appoint**. ■iataistfxfi
rotate of eaia deceased; dale of qualification
Judge of probate
WOMEN and girls wanud for best June St. A D. 19*9.
James Adair, late of Bar Marker In **‘4
•
around hotels in
/ year
Maine; 2&
Della H. Alias, lata of Sedgwick, in aid county, dreeased. Petition flied ky £ iot» S
waitresses, hue tip hotels; also chamber,
county
decrB-Hhi. Henry
W
Benson. Administrator of the f»U't of ud
msigrst, of
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women. said
Sedgwick, appointed administrator of deceased, praying that the court tSeurame
chefs, pastry and all-areond cooks. Bell aud the estate of said
deceased, dale of qualifi- J the amount of money which he m*y W *or
bu»s hove, second
ana
third cooks for
cation June 8. V D. <»i*.
the purchase of a burial lot and c.ouas»«.t.
hotel posit tone. Apply always to Matas HoColburn S. H'.gglna. late of Bar Harbor, in | asdeacribed in aaid petition
tkl AosacY. new tywariers. to Main street.
said
coumv.
kucssr'J.
r.ldi>rs
S.
s
of , Witness BERTRAND E
Established
37
tears
300 girls
Cl.tRK Jo'te ot
Hlggi
Bangor.
said Bar Haroor, •opHxUd admioistratrix
aaid Coart at Ellsworth. t*.istwemy ioartk
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inc low
of
the
estate
of
said
date
ol
dressed;
for
Few
of
housework
June,
in
the
high
grade
qualifiday
stamp
reply.
year of oor Ure
cation June8, A. D. Ilk*.
one thousand nine bundrrd and aioetrenplaces.
Joatnh Boyd Robertson, late of Franklin. !
Bov C. Haikas.
in said county, deceased. Harry U Crabtree j
A true copy.
ef Ellsworth, in said coanty. appointed ad
Attest: —Rov C. Haikbs. Bsfidrr
ministrator of the smxu of said deceased;
date of qualification June 18. A. D. 1919.
NOTICE or rOKEfiml Ht
NOTICE.
Tlir appointment nl Vara Marcia Robertson,
administratrix
ot »aul
HEREAH the Frenchboro Lasd M':
estate, having beeu
teroked.
Fisheries Company.* corporation <wf
org »n if Mi and existing under the is** of IP
iair
u*
n«ury
cause. 1 hereby
auui&«es( BA/bor,
forbid anyone trusting or
Hinte
of
Maine. located at Frenchboro in u*>*
harboring her on my sccobbi as I will pay bo in Mid county. dscusrd George H Parker
Islaod Plantation, in the county of Hsscocl
of I>aoverA .>i**»«cbueetis,
bills of her contracting after this date.
appointed ad- and Stare ol Maine, by Clarence E. Me inns,
ministrator
of
the
estate of said deceased,
F M Ri cm a BDsov.
its president duly authorised hr it*
date of qualification May At. a. D
l»|y.
Lamoine. June 28, IMS.
Not being a resident of the Mate of Maine, gage dred dated the seventeenth day of M»J
a d
190. and recorded tnibe Hancock rr*1*"
be
ba«
appointed George R. Fuller of South»
NOTICE.
try ol deeds, book *99. page 3ft. couvey«
west
Harbor, tiaucock
county. latate of the
undersigned. Wsido Trust iocn?»n>
TN the way of reply. 1 wish to announce
Maine, his ageui in said btate of Marne.
in LoH
certain
lot
or
of
situsted
land,
parcel
X that 1 did not lea-ve the bed and board of i Nathaniel U. hoaie. late of Gouidaboro Island Plantation
in tbe county of Hiococi
m> huahaud. Forrest Richardson, aa be has in said
deceased
Ht uyuaiu T. ) and State of Maine,
count),
being the *hole of Oam
published, ss he had non*, bat we were living i Sowle of Rlls«o>th. iu s id couu
'•**
y.
Island,
apLong
so-caiied.
together with
with his ruother, who is the source of all the
pointed administrator of the estate of said baildiugs and wharves thereou. eicept *«»
trouble. She drove
me away, aud instead ;
dau of qualification June &. A. U. as have been neretofore
conveyed t **lie<“
of him providing a place for me. I bad to go,
and being the same real estate conreyei ***
to work, and am now earning mv own supCharles W. Grinds!, late of Ellsworth in der tbe following deeds, to wit:
port. and not asking for anything on hia
said county
ueceaaed
Grace M. Grtndai 1
credit.
Dred of W H Bird to Addie M
of said Klltwo.tu.
Mas F. M
Rich a bosom.
appointed administratrix dated December t. »«96. recorded in Hsnc041
of the estate o! said
deceased; dale of i registry of deeds, vol. 294, page 49!
Ellsworth. June 23. HR*.
qualification June 10, A D 1919.
Iheed of Basil B. Loot to Clarence E *
Garfield Candage, a person of unsound mind
lntire. dated October 2. 1901. recorded in
•f Bluehiil, in said county, Loren E.
candage cock registry of deeds, vol 36i», page 144.
C,t..
Of sale rtiuehill appointed guardian ol said
Deed of Cora B. Clark to Clarence fc■
Garfiel candage; date of qualification June
Intire, dated October 2, !90l. recorded is
10, A. D. isis.
Dal*d at Ellsworth, in said county, this cock registry of derds, vol. 188. page 14“
Deed of James T. Clark to Clarence £■ &
twenty-Oftb day of June. a. d. 1919.
lntire, dated October 2, 1901. recorded in n**
Hril iAiTt MADE oy
Rov C. Haines, Register.
cock registry of deeds vol. 388, page 149.
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
UKNEnAL CLfc.lt 1L A 1. VtuRk.
Deed of AbbieE. Rich to Clarence E
so
net
Agent Uuiou Sale Deposit A Trust Uo.. oi rort
lntire dated October 1, 1908. recorded in bu
Uod, lor lurulaktng Probate aud surety Bond
cock registry of deeds, vol 43ft. page 31
Estate of John L.
DeMeyer.
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Deed of Charles Robinson »o Cl arena*
notice is hereby given that John
Mclntire dated August 29, 1908. record**
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, as*.
E ueMejer.ot Abiugton.
Massachusetts, Hancock registry of deeds, vol 433. p*K* **
was on the third
dty of June A. D t9l9 by
Deed of Walter Robinson and John
the Probate Court wuhin and for tbe
county
Mclntire.
Robinson to Clarence fc
of Hancock, State of Maine, duly
RAN KLIN
M.
appointed
2ft, 1904. recorded in Hancock regi*“
August
and on
tbe troth d*y of June A. D. 1919
qualified as executor of tbe ast wi J and of deeds, vol. 433. psge 264.
E
testament of John L. Dt
Meyer. late of East- ! Deed of Irens Robinson to Clarence
WEST BROOKSVILLE. ME.
brook, in said couuty, deceased; that said lntire dated August 31, 1909, recorded in
executor being resident out of the tttat*
cock registry of deeds, vol. 483, page 27-•
ol
West Brookaville Maine duly appointed in
Telephone 12-4
wriiiug Hannibal
Deed of Joaeph H. Devls lo Clhrenc* E
K. Hamlin ol Ellsworth. Maiue, his
ag»nt
Inure, .luted July 23. I»i0. record el l»
in tbe State of Maine for all
repurposes
cock lekialry ol deed*, vol. 472, page i»
^
quired by tbe laws o! tbe (State of Maine,
-Fitting GlBsaea a SpecialtyDeed ol Charles B. Bobineon to
•uch
(duly accepted by said Mclntire.
appointment
dated December 23. 1*18.
Hannibal E. Hamlin
in writing) being
of deed,.
n
Hancock reflatry
duly filed and recorded in tbe registry
887.
of probate for Mid
,(f
county of Hancocx. on pace
#
the
land
id third any of June, A. D. 1919 and esconveyed ®» b(
from
Kiceptinc
pecially containing all of the requ remeuu the nbove deed, a ce tain lot McUti*
provided by tbe chapter is* of tde laws of Clarence B. Mclntire and kddie
Maine for tbe year A. D. 1917.
Irene M. Bobin.on by deed dated
0
ATTORNEY AT LAW
1909 recorded in Hancock registry of
Roy C. Haines, Register.
June twenty-fifth A. D. 1919.
VOl. 483. page 280.
same
NOTARY PUBLIC
estate
the
baid real
cp»ggwrilt
being
Clarence B. Mclntire and Addie M
PAUFEK NOTICE.
to said Frenchboro Land and Fisherie*
^
Corner of Main and Water Streets. Ellsworth
contracted with the City of Klla1ML •* 0
‘29,
their deed dated May
worlh to support and care for those who pany byin Hancock
of
corded
b,
registry
may need assistance during five years beginpage 292, and including the same con*-Lwnrtf
and are legal residents of said
ning Jan. i.
Clarence E. Mclntire to said Froo ^
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting tbsm Land and Fisheries Company by
on my account, as there is
plenty of room and dated May 20,1911, recorded «»
accommodations to care for them at the City
istry of deeds, vol 480. psge 294; ftnd.
Farm house
Aetmpi B. MiTcnaia.
the condition of said naortgsg*
broken, now. therefore, by
Mia* M. Elizabeth
breach of the condition thereof.
When the mailorder house finds a Company, by T. Frank Parker, it* t*#aaur*r
^ *si<i
duly authorized, claims a foreclose*
town
whose
local
not
addo
merchants
9* FRANKLIN ST..
ELLSWORTH
m°r,8“"

Harry Bennett

and

family,

«bo

hart

Charles K
j said
coanty.

Johnson,

.ate

{

|i

r|*HE

BibUshed

jfer

\

HAT.

Uy

deceased;

—

ptaU»«uinui

PENN.

Sadie Swanson’s house.

Charles I. Stewart has bought the Nelson Stewart farm, and has moved there.

Mrs.

at Mrs.

Nettie

is home.

George

few years ago.
wide
acquaintance,

a

to

*prcial ioturs.

TEXAS

I

in the coast

»W

IND.

Stanley is at^lslesford for

employed

■■■■HpHHK
In
sn

summer.

Mrs. Josie Hunter is

^*

MASS.
s car

CRANBERRY ISLES.

from

DEL-

n.jeh wmmmmmmmmmma.

1

ft rmetly Russian.

are

there

schools of U. S. Shipping Board

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, *lx week*, fit* for third mate'*
deck experience. ocean or
or higher, open to men of two years
9
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fits for
thin
assist.mt engineer s license or higher, open to men of mechanical and
ing experience, including locomotive and stationary engineers, machinist
technical
schools
and marine oilers and
marine engines, graduatas of
tenders.
Navigation School*. Maa* lust, of Technology. Cambridge. Maaa.
and Portland. Me
Engineering School. Maaa ln*t. o* Technology,

HOTEL KELP WANTED

IOWA

I

Mrs. Arthur Emerson is expected July
j
1, to open her home for the summer. Her j
daughter, Mrs. Julia House and family

NORTH HANCOCK.

Mass.,

at

|

Jtnaali Jftly

WYO.

j

Herbert

owners:

FLORIDA

She accepts the League of Nations lion for more and more rain, but be* bas,
principle, but is barred from mem- with bis broad and happy smile, under- i1
taken the task of hauling river waterjup a
bership for the present.
bill (that is not a pleasant dream) to slack
Her peace treaties with Russia and
the lime for the new house.
Roamaniu are abrogated, and she :
June 30.
X*
of
recognizes the
independence

his

in Congress there Is a general agree
ment that the following steps will have
to be taken before the roads are re-

CONN. ■■■■■■[
*1
n
TENN.

tbe Rhine country will j
Alice, will be with her.
continue uu.il the alues are assured
Capt. Abner Eldndge, a resident of
of Germany’s good faith.
Bucksport but a near neighbor to Orland,
Germany must help build ships to is very ill. His age, ninety-three 7©ara,
replace those she sank, help rebuild makes it quite improbable that hiaiusual
devasteil regions, surrender her four- good health will return.
He ha# been
teen submarines cables and cede all gradually failing the past mouth.
German ships over 1,600 tons, and
The friends of Frank Staples have an
idea that be is mittiug earnest supplies
many smaller ones.

received

from

ns

DECK OFFICERS
ENGINEERS

ADAMS H. ATHKHTOX.

the

N.HAMR

Mrs. Wilde and

Occupation of

patrol, has

of

■ FAVORING RETURN Of ROADS TO OWNERS
■ OPPOSING RETURN Of ROADS TO OiNKESS
C DOUBTFUL OR FAILED TO REPLY

Charlie W. Brown, wife and Idaughter
all nations
*r«j visiting his mother, Mrs.
Alice G.
Offenders against the tales of War- i Brown, and Capt. Fred Hutchins and
fare and humanity are to be delivered wife.
Recent arrival#: Dr. Norman Wilde,
?p Id tbe allies. An international

been

end

public control In the Federal Government In place of 49 masters In the different States, with conflicting laws
md regulations.
3. Legalization of consolidations and
common use of lines and facilities
whenever In the public Interest
4. Assurance through an act of Congress that In the future the Government will approve of rates for freight
and passengers that will not only he
fair to the public, hut fair to the roads
md that will yield a sufficient Income
>n capital to attract the JT50.000.wai
o Jl,000.000.000 of new capftal need>d every year for the expansion of rall•oad facilities.
How the States voted In the natlonll poll of editors on the question of
he return of the railroads to private
management Is shown t>> ihe following
•hart. That the railroad question I* a
ion-partisan Issue Is plain from a
itudy of the fable:

Buck is home from the C. of M.
Albion H. Soper is at borne from JPortsmoutb, N. H., for a short visit.

miles of the river

Bangor for a few days.
Stephen Jor. who has

the

advance In rates to meet the
cost of labor and
materials In order that the Public

Austin

will be dismantled.

home

before

1. An

Yours very truly,
M. H.JHodgdom,

Heligoland defeases will be dismantled.
Fortifications aiming at control of the Baltic are forbidden.
Tbe Rhine and the Moselle are pat
under tbe control of an international
commission, on which Germany will
be represented.
The French, Belgians and other nations may run
canals from the Rhine, but Germany
is forbidden to do so.
German forta

is

on

greatly Increased

Caief.Qierk.

Marshall

coming

wecnre

and

worthy friend. He leaves a widow, one
son, Irving L. of Bangor, and one daughter, Mrs. Lillian F. Hal is bury of Lamoine.
The funeral was held at the home Thursday, Rev. R. H. Moyle officiating. Interment was at Woodbine cemetery.

year.

turned to their

from the trip te is now on. The hearing will prooably be held between the middle

ials is forbidden.

Dorothy

teemed

parties propose to provide speedily for the legislation to make It possible to restore the roads to private

j and last of July.

for trial of the
kaiser, whose surrender will be asked
of Holland.
Germany’s indemnity payment is to
be fixed by an inter-allied commission. An initial payment of $5,000OOO.i.OO must be made within two years.

a

had

wherever

Capital.

ical

Dewsy.

retorn

high court Js provided

22,
Union

on

return

manded" in your edition of the J5tn instant
For your mformatioa. 1 would say that it is
the commissioner's
several
plan—made
weeks ago—to bold a hearing on the petition
in question as soon as possible after hia

abolished.

Mi»&

He

Treasury may be relieved of the burJe3 of lueeuhg monthly deficits and
the roads made self-supporting.
The
The AMBfcicAit has irtcwived tbe folJJirector General of Railroads state*
lowing communication from the State \ that the increase in rates thus far is
fish and game department:
about 25 pef pent, as compared with
1
Augusta, June 27,1919.
an increase In operating costs of front
Editor Eli*worth American
50 to 80 per cent
Dear Si a: —la tbe absence of the commis2 Greater nationalization of public
sioner on official business, I have noted your
control of tranK{>ortat1on—a single
editorial comment entitled "A Fishway De-

boats, and she most surrender or de*
stray all other war vessels. She is to
have no more submarines.

states

Ellsworth

Fishway Hearing Soon.

battleships under 10.000 tons each,
six light cruisers and twelve torpedo

man, will be under international conThe Kiel canal will be open to
trol.

Mansel.

son

giving
Impartial
opinion that the public favors an early

defendant.

ish protectorate of Egypt.
The Get man army is to be cat to a
temporary total strength of 200,000
men. bat ultimately must be 100,000.
Tbe German navy is limited to six

Other great rivers, hitherto

tional

Washington.—The national poll

Held, that action is not maintainable, the
remedy provided by section 10 of the act
being exclu ive. Where a nutate creates
a new right bnt provide* no remedy for its
enforcement, remedy exists by implication;
if, however, the nutate conferring the right
provides a remedy, each remedy is ordinarily exclusive.

Germany recognizes tbe independence of German Austria. Poland and

thirty-five

his

1

by tbe wife of a
recover State-aid
1917, chapter 278. The

court
naval service to

rescript

Monition factories are to be operated only by permission of the allies,
and import or export of war mater-

spent

Adams H. Atherton, a native of Blueof the railroads to their ownI hill and former resident of Ellsworth
The following rescript has been re- ers
11
and
cent,
Govonly
favoring
tier
Falls, but tor forty years a highly-esceived from the law coart In the case of ’
ernment ownership or operation, the
teemed citizen of Homerville, Mass., died
Vivian Nash vs. inhabitants of Sorrento.
members of Congress of both polit- at his home at 40 Atherton street, that
This was an action
Bar

Relinquishment

within

Vote for Return of Roads

j

expected guests.
said to ^bim, “George,
for you to-day, .evi-

was

to

In preparation (or license examinations

in Otis June

borr

was

A bant fifteen years ago he
carpenter.
went to Lamoine to make bis home with

bis

wife of

Young

MAHIIMt

men

FREE TRAINING

gon. From there he returner to Bangor,
where he was employed several years aa a

Arouses Interest at the Na-

Rescript In Hancock Case.

whipped.
Germany

and naval air forces

told

five years ago.

as
a
lumberman and riverman.
Later he went to the Pacific coast, spending a few years in Washington and Ore-

EDITORS’ POLL IN CONGRESS.

<

or

river

the railroad question by 8,000 newssome
dentlyagift from some one. As you do i paper editors throughout the country
not smoke, I gave them to the men j has aroused great Interest at the naWhat George
working about the place.’
tional capital." With 83 per cent, of
said isn’t re.orded.
the editors
It as their

Saturday by

time realize that they were
Some of the big things
surrenders are:

summer

four

1S37, and his early life

in Earnings.

j Heavy

The

Military

Mr.

some

Opportunity la presented experienced

been in poor health since.

and bad

Will Be Relieved

of Burden of Meeting Deficits

the

shock

a

i*iLHoHAN I

o.

home of his
Mannel B. Young,

APPLICATION.

Business communications should be addressed to. and all checks and money orders
made payable to Thh Hancock County Publishing Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

mourning.

Treasury

Young died Thursday at
daughter-in-law, Mrs.
in this city
He suf-

G.
the

|

...

Single Copies.05

WEDNESDAY,

BRXJAMIX o. YOTTWO.

fered

school, and bis loss will be distinctly felt, j
Prof. Richardson is seventy-eight years
of age, and certainly has earned retire-

Six month*.75
.88
Three months

ADVERTISING RATES ON

he has

years

OBITUARY.

■Kmaa^
;

■■■§■■1^

AL.1VJK

11-

PUBl-IC

,LL-

R

U
C

FARROW,

D.,

Clar««j
7*®%,

ROBERT

P.

KING

A“*!Lh.

HAVING

deeds,J

1914^

NURSE

H#5c^her**»

Goofi»i

Telephone Mf-J

vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
Ust.

W«0T-«-gU
twj*

By T. Pr.uk Perker, IU
Detect the elnth hey of J<u>« *- o.

1

GREAT

BARGAINS
o'clock,
Frances,

(jLENCOVE HOTEL,

Unitarian church,

at the

carried

Down Pillows
Extra

Lamps

general variety of useful

household goods.
AS

GOOD

R. II. HOLMES

SALE

The bride
of
and

wore

laurel.

georgette crept, and

a

dan is

matron

born

was

in

Nova

Scotia,

native of

a

Ellsworth,

where he has

Among

adjoining postollice

out-of-town

tbe

Mary Jordan

Miss

The church

guests

was

Indianapolis, Ind.,

groom.

o*.-■•.•rated

wm*

fusion of wild

of

roses.

The

with

••

pro-

bride received

several valuable

presents.
Jordan, after a wedding
trip
York, will be at
home after July 10, at 33 Brown avenue,
Mr. and Mrs.

to Boetou and New

Berlin.

l°rgt

They

have the best wishes of a
of friends.- Berlin, .V. //.,

circle

iitpoittr.

Fresh Vegetables

_

BASEBALL.

one

Ellsworth

i

died

men

making
base

to

liice &

bases.

on

Joy

led

three three-base

bit

in

four

limited number of

SURRY,

Upright

MAINE

hits and

has

Hirangd for Saturday.
Saturday, July 12, a rubber game
w iil
probably be played with the Radio
team, at Ellsworth.
heeu

Mrs. C. M. Whitcomb.

David and Rufus

Wolcott, N. Y., to
Mr. Kaynolds and

Bridges
work

in

a

have gone
cannery.

to

Connecticut and
Miss Cora and Leon Reynolds of Pittsfield, who have been visiting at D. L.
Carter’s have returned home.
June 30.
B.

'plumbing.
Hoi Water Heating. Furnaci
Work and Jobbing.

attend the

funeral

of

niece

a

of

Mrs. Joseph Patterson and son Robert
their home in Brewer Saturday.
Miss Marjorie Jellison returned with
them for a week’s visit.
Mrs. Edward Carroll aid Mrs. George
M. Watters of Norway, called here
by the
serious illness of their father, E. B. Arm-

Telephone 178-2,

Ellsworth Steam

Commission fHrrrijants.

Laundry

*11 Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

live

POUI.TR V

Also Dressed

Poultry

State Street.

Poultry in Boston. This means best
service and highest prices for you.
Immediate returns.
Quotations and
tags on request.
Ref. Old South Trust Co.

Ellsworth. Me

Percy A. Perry

of Rockport, Mrs. Frank
Hodgdon and sou John of Tremont
were guests Sunday of their mother, Mrs.
Mary J. Perry, and sister, Mrs. Harriet
Maddocks. Private Hodgdon recently re-

L.

turned from service

overseas.

NICOLIN.

DeWitt, who has been visiting in
Bangor and Brewer, has returned home, i
Earl

Hazel

Monday

McGown

from

arrived

Beverly, Mass.,

home
for the

Faneuil Hill

Market.

and gone to

Connecticut, where he has

ac-

position.
Abbie Phillips was called to EllsMonday by the serious illness of

a

sister, Miss Carrie Haynes.
Mrs. Florence Savidge of Chicago has
opened her bungalow* for the summer.
She was accompanied by
her nephew,
Walter Clement, of Bellow Falls, Vt.

a

Repairing and

specialty.
FRIEND

Mmtn Street

Ellsworth

Corrected to June 30,1919.
BAR HARBOR TO BANOOR.
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00
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t8 10
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A

Holden.
McKenzie’s..
Phillips Lake.
f6 12
Green Lake.
6 50
Nicolin. f7 00
Ellsworth Falls.
7 12
Ellsworth.
7 18
7 oo
Washington Junction .j f7 25
Franklin Road.
Hancock

Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).
Mt Desert Perry.ar

7
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23
30

Htrbor.

*8
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Northeast Harbor.
Southwest Harbor..
t7
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45
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PM

PM

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
*
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except
5 Sundays only. J Daily, except Saturday.
Daily, except Mouday. a Tuesday. Th'
Thursday auu Sunday, e Monday. Wednesday aud Friday, d Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday, y Monday only, t Coach between Portland aud Bangor.
Pullman passengers
west
of
Portland and east of Bangor.
cnly
Han

DANA C.

DOUGLASS.
Manager

Federal

Idella, wife of Ray L. Gray, died Sunday
afternoon at the home of her aunt, Mrs.
John McNamara., aged thirty-nine years.

Gray had been in poor health for a
number of years.
Funeral services were
held Tuesday afternoon at the McNamara

cleaning

Maine Central Railroad

her

Mrs.

Ready-made Clothing
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

DAVID

Boston. Mass.

summer.

Carl Maddocks has closed bis home here

GOOD LINE OF

W. F. WYMAN & CO.
<

strong, returned Saturday.
Primary pupils perfect in attendance
during the spring term: Arline and Leaman
Shorey and Carl Webber. Lester

Mrs.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Largest commission receive:s of Live

went to

worth

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders
promptly attended to.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

—Cowper.

FCifiS
L.VJVJO

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

Daily Thought.

Mr.

Tucker.

cepted

HONEST WORK: HONEST

wife of

Wisdom and goodness are twin born,

gent’s mother, Mrs. Sarah Sargent.
Malcom W. Tucker and Mrs. Fred B.
Marden went to Harrington last week to

Portland

Maine.

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.

Heavy Draft Horses
—

Some

Address—

Mrs.

Eliza

Herrick

is

Barron’s the

Bluehill, Maine

;

Spencer

T.

Gaspar and
attended

,-n

|

Foresters held their annual anniths church June 22.
Miss Isabelle A. Jordau delivered the address.
The

versary services at

School closed June 27, after a successby Miss Isabelle A.
taught
Jordan. The school gave an entertainful term

ment at

town

largely attended.
their

30

hall June
The

which

pupils

was

rendered

parts well.
BORN.

B.

3! ARRItCD.

Carter
wife and

and

of

Addie

Ludlow, Kay G.

Miss

graduation

the

Mrs.

relatives here.

M. J.

Barron

the

Bangor

at

Miss Grace

Avis Carter

of the

Monday.

to
a

i sleep l>

ter, ns well

ip

June
son.

*, to Mr
(John T )

CHASE—WEBEN—At
Bluehill.
June 28,
by Rev R M Trafion, Miss Edith Chase,
E Weren, of New
of Bluehill, to Carl
York.
At
Deer Isle,
KNOWLTON
DUNHAM
June25, by Rev Orville J Guptill. Miss
Claremont Knowlton, of Deer Isle, to
Edward R Dunham, of Ellsworth.
LEVY—ABRAVl-At Bloehill, June 29. by
Rabbi M Shobet, Miss Florence Levy to
James R Abram, both of Bluehill.
RAYMOND —At
NEALLEY
Ellsworth,
June 25, by Rev Silas W Sutton, Miss Helen
F Neal'ey to Neal A Raymond, both of
Ellsworth.
—

DIED.

as

look

by taking Hood’a SarsapaIt is an all-the-year-roui d
i.
medicine, good in all seasons.
It purifies, enriches and revitalizes
I.* blood, create* an apnetite, ai ls
-cation, assists assimilation of tl.e
,.,d you eat, and wonderfully builds

gives Clarions lasting quality.

Me

J.

KJiLD YOURSELF UP
SO AS TO FEEL BETTER

in choice of

INC., Ellsworth.

at

'vjbmtsraicnu,

materials, in molding and in fitting

J. P. ELDRIDGE CO

visiting

tonsils removed last

prietors.

Charles Mann of Lisbon Falls and his
daughter Margery of Medford, Mass.,
called on Mrs. W. D. Blethen June 21.

REED—At'Poston hospital,
and Mrs Charles H R*>ed, a

graduates.
Alton J. Stackpole, six-year-old son of
Irving Stackpole, had his adenoids and
was one

>

^WUQD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine

Austin

! State hospital.

We such remarkable service is
because they are made right, from
start to finish, built in a good.oldfashioned New England plant
by expert workmen under personal supervision of the pro-

Mrs.

her

past week.

Lizzie
are

Burt

THE REASON WHY CLARIONS

Jordan is in poor health.
Pauliue Flood is visiting relatives
at Ellsworth Falls.
B. B.

CUNNINGHAM—At Ellsworth, June 80,
Mr and
Mrs Howard F Cunningham

visiting

or,

the whole svstem. In many eases
succeeds where other medicines
t to do any good.
f ,-on need a mild effective eatharriood's r;i!a.

Splendid

|

WALTHAM.

daughter.

Mrs.

Sold by The

good

a

DOLLAR l)TO\V N.

Lock Box 15

care

two-

On

daughter, Mrs. Tourtelotte.
Austin Ackley of b utler, visited

Painstaking

a

up. J' bn J.
the team for the

times

Fourth the Ellsworth team will
play Bucksport in the morn ng at Bluehi!l, and the winner of that game will
pUy IJiueMll in ti e aMernoon. No game

Pianos to tune

Prices reasonable.

up

batting,

the

game.
On the

1

1

at South

Neiiie Spear, who has been visiting
in Stonington is home.

Augustus Sargent, wife and two daughters of Gardiner, are
visiting Mr. Sar-

Miller

Whitney played with
first time, at third, and put up

Pianos to Tune
August.

and

Team of lluugor.

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY l SEEO CO.,

ami

Lost**

Ellsworth ball t<"r met the Hire &
Miller team of Bangor ■*»’ Wyman park
last Saturday afternoon, and was defeated
by the score of 12 to 9. The Ellsworth
team found the
Bangor ; i her easily,
but faiitu at ctuical tones, and many

The Everbearer, also Progressive and
Superb Plants will be ready for shipment
through August and September.

during July

Sunday here.
Reuel Whitney of Marietta, O., is visiting his daughters, Mrs. Henry W. Conley

The

cf our plants
Then place your order
with us for POTTED STRAWBERRY
I I.AN T" at *3.00
We have
per 100
the following varieties:
Uncle Jitn,
Brandywine, Olen Mary, Ryckman.

"ANTED—a

visiting

is

home.

LOOK at this cut moriginal yhotovraph of

Bridges

Bluehill.

and

of

Burgundy satin
carried a bouquet

lived most of bis life.

Penobscot River Salmon
Live and Boiled Lobsters
Fancy Maine Mackerel
Eastern Halibut

an

W. H. Lowell, wife and daughter Madeline of North Penobscot spent Saturday

bouquet

but moved to Mars Hill, Me., at the age of
twelve, where she lived until she came to
Berlin twenty-three years ago. Mr. Jor-

Fresh

From

eral weeks.

Miss

Jordan

Mrs.

“CASH and CARRY"

Pickles

The

dress of

a

daughter of th«*

Sour Mixed

and carried

of daisies.

Smith’s Sanitary Fish Market

Sweet and

blue taffeta gown with

wore a

trimming

mountain

honor

“CRUISER,” Care of American.

STREET,

and

man

lations.

DESCRIPTION, ADDRESS

WATER

pronounced

were

the

beaded

Stand.

they

happy couple marched to the
rear of the auditorium, where the
people,
led by the K. P.’s, of which order the
groom is a member, offered congratu-

33 ft Trunk Cabin Cruiser

Moore

Misses Frances, Helen and Charlotte
Lowe^ee are here from New York for sev-

Daniel Richardson and wife.

After

I

A*, the old

Mrs. Fannie 8tone Dudley of Massachusetts is the guest of C. M. Whitcomb
end wife.

Andrew

service.

wife,

M"*« LutliH

Mrs.

church
tbe bride being

Mrs. Cassis

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS.

"CASH and CARRY”

i fe.

NORTH KLIjS WORTH
Froat of this city and the
p. Jordan of Ellsworth,
Miss Harriet Frost is at home from
Me. The ceremony was performed in the I
Bangor nigh school.
presence of the largest audience seen in
Ralph French of Bangor was the guest
the church for two years, of which the*
of Russell Nason last week.
of
Knights
Pythias formed a part. Miss
Mrs. Howard Mitchell and daughter
Evelyn Frost played a wedding march
•ud the party, consisting of the bride Jean are visiting in Bar Harbor.
Chester A. Maddocks is home from
and groom and Mrs. Susie
Foster of
Lynn, Mass., aont of the bride, as matron Winthrop, Mass., for his summer vacaof honor, and S. H. Smith of this
city, tion.
as best man, came down tbe center aisle
Mrs. Inez Smith is home from a visit in
and took their places on tbe
pulpit Macbias. Her daughter Corice accomthe
platform facing
audience. Rev. panied her.
R. L. Kimball, pastor of the
church, read
Mrs. Addie Strout of Gardiner is spendthe ceremony using
the
single ring ing her vacation with her parents,

AS

MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE! !

FOR

w

Baptist

NEW

FOR

served

Sunday evening, June 22,
groom

BOAT

a

by Mrs. William
sister of the groom, and Mrs.
were

WB8T BROOKS VILLR.

The couple received many beautiful and Giles was not absent for the entire year.
George P. Dunham and wife went to
practical gifts. The out-of-town guests
were Mrs. William Eysaght ot
Portland, Stonington June 25 to attend the wedding
of their son, Edward H. Dunham, and
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E.
Moore,
daughter Virginia and son Joseph, of Miss Clermont Knowlton. Edward is one
of the Falls’ popular young men, and|Mrs.
Southwest Harbor.
Dunham has many friends here, having
froht-jordan.
taught several terms of school here.
have the best wishes of their many
A wedding of interest to the
people cf j They
friends.
Berlin was held at the

Lamberton China

PRACTICALLY

was

Arthur E. Moore, a sister of the bride,
assis ed by Mrs. Joseph
Baiisbury, Misses
Ethel Brown,
Helene Bellatty, Doris
Wardwell and Elizabeth Royal.

Wool Blankets

EVERYTHING

She

roses.

where

room

Lyaaght,

Quality Curled-Hair Mattresses
Silverware
Complete

a

of bride

as

freshments

Bath-room Outfits

In fact,

of

presence

the ceremony took
place, and a profusion of peonies, buttercups and daisies in the other rooms.
Re-

Tables

Haviland China

the

by her aieier, Mrs. Embert C.
matron of honor, who wore
gray georgette and carried pink snapdragons. Arthur E. Moore of Southwest
Harbor was best man.
The house decorations were particularly
beautiful being of columbine, with trailing vines and banging baskets and vases
in the

Toilet Sets

bouquet

a

Osgood,

ELLSWORTH
25 Chaml>er Sets

in

attended

Aiken Store, State Street

About

their

married to

was

relatives and intimate friendB.
Miss Gertrude Dorgan played the wedding music, and the bridal party approached by an aisle of white ribbons
and daisies borne by Catharine
Osgood
and Virginia Moore, little nieces of the
brid*. The bride wore a beautiful gown
of white crepe de chine over
lace, and

Seal Harbor
on

when

daughter, Helen
Neal A. Raymond
ot this city. The
ceremony was performed
by Rev. a. W. Hutton, formerly of the

Continuation of the Sale of Furnishings from the

going

Warn» JojcIh,. of Brewer is visiting her parents, Charles E. Lynch and
.Mr

pretty home wedding look place at
the residence ol Mr. and
Mrs. J. W.
Nealley last Wednesday evening at 8

Furnishings

now

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

SEALLLVR.lV.JOM/.
A

IN

House

MARRIED.

ATHEKTON-At Somerville, Mass, June 18,
Adan.s Atherton, formerly of Bluehill, aged
"7 years, 4 months, 28 days.
GRAY’—At Ellsworth, June 29, Mrs Ray L
Gray, aged 39 years.
YOUNG-At Ellsworth. June 26, Benjamin
B Young, aged m years, 4 days.

ami m warm*:*.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite
Monuments, Tablets

and Marble
and Markers

Kllswrorthand Bar-Harbor, Mo.

Western

Trades in Second-

Horses
Just in.

Always Some Good

Hand Draft Horses
i

i

j

“CASH*’

Carlisle’s
M. R.

and Drivers.

or

Terms

Sale

to Suit.

Stable

CARLISLE, Proprietor,
ELLSWORTH.--MAINE

Sttomtenncns

.Ibuntietmcnt*.

by her sister Grace, who has spent severs!

NO STOCKING FOR RROTHFRhit ELAYS I HE WlIvNlN' i GAME

weeks with her.

Fortier, wife and daughter Ruf h
11. N. Tute>, wile aud
son Herschel of Veazie, are spending a
few weeks at “The Birches.”
A. O.

ol biiswtnu tun!

Edward Shaw

“NEW THOUGHT”

and two friends

from

Dexter have

spending

days

at

one

been

of the

several

--^-■J"1=~

—

™Chndre^C^TorFletclie?s^

^================^^

W mi

cottages here.
DALT.

June 30.

Belieres “FRUIT-A-TIVES" Highest
Result of “New Thought” in Medicine*

(

wife, Robert Shaw,

and

Miss Hazel Shaw

'-'5!

| wKm

EAST BLCEH1LL.

h

1L

]

B ■

*

fj

W kW

Edwin F. Conary is home from Bangor.

I

Mrs. Nancy Miller, who has been in
Bangor during the winter. Is,home.

J. Beach and family of Augusta

Dr. S.

wife of

and Rev. S. C. Beach and

town, Mass.,

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
been
in use for over over 30 years, has borne the
signature of

Water-

here.

are

and has been made under his
per
““al
since its
''ficnfu
Allow no one to deceive you in
thk
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

John Thom, with his wife and two
children, of St. Andrews, N. B., spent a
few days recently with his mother, Mrs.

infanq'

Long.

S. A.

Miss Henrietta Conary, who has been
training in E. M. G. hospital, Bangor,
was graduated, and is home for tlie sum-

What
is CASTORIA
harmless substitute for Castor

mer.

June '23.

opened
MR.

A. YOUNG

A

Marks, wife and two
Cambridge, Mass., will occupy
the Luther Bridges house this summer.

1

John Love, jr., and sons Ivan and
Dorchester. Mass., are with Mr.
Love’s parents, John Love and wife.
Mrs.

|

Mrs.
are

Miss

UGDENSliUfaj,

j

N. Y.

1

COUNTY NEWS
WEST SULLIVAN.

Patten of Orland
week-end guest of I)r. D. M. Milne.

Gladys

Harbor for the
Mrs. A. P.

Webb

has

was

iiavey

Havey

! O. E.

Bangor

has returned

S.,
Goodell,

Tues-

home

from

are

guests

called

was

lo

the

serious illness of his
Saturday by
ter, Mrs. Guptill.
Airs. Aquilla Beau has returned
l niouville, after two weeks with
daughter, Mrs. K ii. Springer.

Miss

sis-

to
her

Leitha Temple of Prospect Harbor
home, after a few days’ visit

Havey’s.
Marjorie Springer
Jackson, N. H., where she

has gone to
will be em-

the commencement exercises
Bradeen has majored in
and mtnored in economics durMiss

Sevenueu

sixteen

members of

entertained

by

Thursday evening.
was spent by all.

A

Puritan

Hollins delivered

K

an

address.

(j.

hereby
Reaotred,

That
bis
Pamola
death,
by
grange has lost a faithful and loyal member,
that the town has lost a valued citizen, one
whom faithfulness and integrity of character
won the confidence of those
with whom he
came in contact.
Rtnolved
That we extend our sympathy
and friendship to hi# wife in her great sor-

temple

l*NE Amie.
MeMOKIAL

KSOLUTIO KS

Whereas, lu Hi* wisdom. God has seeu fit
call heme our beloved brother, Oliver O.
Newman therefore, be it
Resolved. That iu the death of Brother
Newman. David A Hooper lodge. No. 201.
F. aud A. M.. lias lost a worthy aud devoted
member. OLt who. as long as health permitted. was a zealous worker for the welfare
and prosperity of our order.
Resolved. That the family has lost a loving
husband uni father, and the community au
esteemed citizen.
Resolved. That we tender to the bereavec
fa:r..'y .«ud relatives our sincere sympathy
am
c
nuueud them to our Divine Master
wb
aione can heal their sorrow.
—esoUtd, That these resolutions be in
scribed upon our records, a copy sent to th
family aud to The Ellsworth America:
for publication, and that our charter b
draped for a period of thirty days.

to

row.

Reaohed, That our charter be draped in
for thirty days, that a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our records

J mourning

and a copy sent to The Ellsworth
for publication.

American

SUNSET.

son was

born to

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas

20.

Edgar Rice

visiting

and wife, who have
in Birch Harbor, are home1.

Mrs. William
Rockland.
I

Melville

ton,

and

Powers

is

Small is home from Camp Up-

Wesley Small

from Bates.
Sadie.

abWtitstmtttU.

Alisa Marion Lord has gone to Kocklant
in ;he Samoset for the season.

~~

to work

SAVED MY LIFE

Hoscoe Gaspar and Miss Madeiim
are guests of Mrs. E. E. Swett

Kavanagb

Miss Agnes Young

is

Castim

home from

Says Man In Maine

normal school.

M.

Treworgy returned fron
Colby Saturday, and left Monday for Ba
he
will be employed.
Harbor, where
Charles

J une 23.

summer

Misers

children

are

aud

Annie

a

*n<

Agnes Young have gone to Northeas
Harbor for the summer.
Annie Treworgy arrived homi
Springfield Thursday, accompaniec

Miss
from

saved my life.”
Dr. True’s Elixir is a great medicine, a famaud worm expeller. It tones the
j iiy laxative
stomach, moves the bowels and expels wo'-ms.
Surprisiugit is bow many people have worms.
Children suffer agony from worms. Signs or
symptoms of worms are: Deranged stomach,
swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive
breath, hard aud full belly with occasional
gripings aud pain about the navel, pale face
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the
rectum, short dry cough
grinding of the
teeth, little red pointsstickiug out on tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.
Write us if you want to
Address, Dr. J. F.
A Co., Auburn. Maine.
Get Dr. True’ Elixir from your dealer at
once.
The cost is small.
It'expeis worms
aud restores health. On the market for over
•0 years.

I

Swett

Thuu-nod* of Pe«#pJ#> Seul pM-kiige«
of Alien a Foot-Eaw»e to their sous, brother!
or sweet hearts in the army aud navy, because
they knew Irom experience. that it would
freaben and rest their 1 *et. make their shoes
Those who
comfortable aud walk ig easy
use Allen’s Foot-Ease have solved their root
troubles.

The immortal Abraham Lincoln was
notable exemplar of the value of
We can picture him
thrift of time
trudging forty miles to borrow a gramWe can see him prone before
mar.
the pine fire at night after a hard day s
work log-cutting, reading and re-reading the statutes of Indiana, the only
book he owned, or learning to write
and figure with a piece of charcoal on
the back of a wooden shovel, as he had
no paper or ink.
Another example of what a boy can
who does not waste time is that
a Milwaukee man. Nels Anton Christhe
by
tensen. recently appointed

do
of

United States government, through
Secretary of the Navy Daniels, on tne
inventors' staff of the new United
States Naval Board, which includes
the greatest inventive minds in the
Bom in Denmark, Nels Chrisnation.
tensen's school days ended at H years.
After that he worked in a machine
shop days and attended a technical
school in the evenings. From his savings he defrayed the expense of a
course at the Copenhagen Technique
Institute, from which he was graduated
Previous to 'hat he attained naat 21.
tional prominence as an enginer. hav
ing designed, when 19 years old, the
Itanish lighthouse at Hanstholme. one
During
of the largest in the world.
the three years he spent on an Eng
lish steamer engaged in Mediterranean
trade he learned enough English to secure a position with an English manuSince coming to
facturing concern.
Stales he has invented
the United
compressed airbrake starters
many
for railroads, aeroplanes and fire engines that have brought him world-

;

irue

uutouu

»vf,au

iw

■

•'*-*''*

The successful
began to invent.
magazine editor, Edward Bok. started
saving on a salary of 50 cents a week.
Grover Cleveland's wages for his first
Garfield
year of work totaled $50.
could not have become president had
Horace
he not saved early in life.
Greeley and Cooper founded their careers on saving.
Ex-Governor Ferris of Michigan, now
a
college president, a life-long advocate of thrift, tells of his own thrifty
I
training: 'fn my youth if 1 had a toy.
I made it, and made it not to suit
myself alone but it had to suit my
His examination of
father as well.
my work and his insistence that I
should put the best there was in me
even into my toys put into my back a
spine and sufficient lime to last a lifetime.

Henry O. Hanley of 17 Cross street, Belfast.
| Maine, writes us: **I am feeling lots better
and think your Elixir (Dr. True’s Elixir)

home here.

Kuth

In Use For Over 30 Years
Th«

Kind You Have Always Bought

I

A SYRIAN S APPRECIATION
OF AMERICA.

Speaking

on War Savings Stamps
He Calls Tbis the Americanization Period.

By Saving.

“There is nothing more important
the life of a boy today than to get
The waste of a
the habit of thrift.
nickel is as important as the waste of
$10,000. When I was a boy, if I wanted
nickel 1 earned It.
a
After I had
earned the nickel I was not allowed to
That was part of my bringwaste it.
ing up."
Thrift was the keynote of success
in the life of the late James J. Hill.
He was one of the country’s most consistent exponents of thrift, one of the
greatest exemplars of what this virtue, combined with energy and high
purpose, can do. He preached always
that the man who cannot save money
will be a failure; that though he may
have education, talent and ability,
in

Dalt.

.Mrs. A. Brownstein and
their

been

visiting in

June 23.

Edith White and little daughte:
visited Mrs. E. E. Swett recently.
Mrs.

Began

he

Mrs. A. T. Small.
A

ACCOMPLISH.*

Some Successful Men Who

1 uuiuas

O. Robbins of Everett, Mass., is
here to Bpend the summer with bis sister,

Cole, June

WILL

wide fame

John

EAST SL'KKY.

Mrs.

Dodge,

Eleanor

H hereaa. The Divine Master in His infinite wisdom, has seen fit to remove from oar
grange, our brother. Frank A. Foss, be it

Mt.

pleasant evening

June 30.

in

HANCOCK.

De.ert temple, Seal Harbor and fifteen
members of Wawonaissa
temple, Bluehill,
were

College

active

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Halcyon temple,

of

members

the

beeu

June 30.

Miss Helen Springer has gone to Camden and Misses Muriel and Zelda Bunker
to Northeast Harbor for the summer.

Prospect Harbor,

in

Y. W. C. A.

Supt.

ployed at the Eagle Mt. house.

WHAT THRIFT

a

Young, Virginia
Black, Margaret Segar, Lillian Stover,
Lloyd Grindle, Leroy Blaisdell, Alfred
Perkins, Levi Webber, Ethelyn Pierce,
Isabel Grindle, Florence Perkins.
Marjorie
Dodge. Hazel Grindle
(valedictorian).

H. H.

Miss

success.

I nez Snow < salutatorian
Osborn Webber. Elmer

his returned
at

great

The graduation of the grammar and
primary schools was held at GoodelEs
hall Friday evening. The hall was decorated with class colors, green and white.
The class parts and recitations were all
well delivered. Those having parts were:

Boston

the

a

ing her four years’ course
of Liberal Arts. She has

.\laeK.innou.

Smith

was

chemistry

Mrs. E. B. Hysora spent a few days recently iu Bangor with her daughter, Mrs.

^Bradbury

These little people are enj^ylug the forgotten, that la also the proper time
Many a
saving of pennies for Thrift and War to instill lessons of thrift
person now mature regrets that some
Savings Stamps as if it were an abmethod of saving similar to Thrift
sorbing game. The wee lassie has al- and War
Savings Stamps was not in
safer
there
are
discovered
that
ready
stituted during the years of their
places for money than the traditional youth, by which they might have been
stocking, and business is written legi- saved some of the hard knocks given
bly upon the face of her brother.
by bitter experience.
Such teaching of thrift is not lost
Such thrift does not mean stingiassertIf. as has been
ness. but rather wise spending, that
upon children.
ed. lessons in religion and morals a margin may be reserved for future
learned in childhood are not easily enjoyment or possible needs.

hall

University at

will's.

P. H

Goodell’s

at

evening for the benefit of the
under the management of Mrs.

June 24.

W. P. Good-

at

«

Miss Estelle May Bradeen of North
Brooksville and Sheepscott, received the
degree of bachelor of arts from Boston

a

trip to Idaho.
William Goodw in, jr., and daughter of

Burlingion, Vt.,

entertainment

Saturday

Bar

day and Wednesday.
A. P.

6 a'oU KING,
BANKS TO

R.

L RESOLUTIONS

BVrfai. It ha* pleased Almighty God in
Hi* all-wi.se providence to take from oar
order Brother Leonard C. Webber, who was
a loyal member of
East Bluehill grange No.
25a, therefore be it
Resolved. That in the death of Brother
Webber, this grange ha* lost one who was
interested in the welfare of the order.
Rttolved, That as a tokeu of respect, oar
charter be draped in mourning for thirty
days, a copy of these resolutions be sent to
the family and one to the El: * worth Amur
can for publication.

The

gone to

in

»

IN
iiEii
Eu PI’ l'S iiM.. Si ARE PENNIES
i:KR PUTS HIS MONEY AND FAITH IN W. S. S.
BUY THRIFT STAMPS WITH

in

Julia Blaisdell has returned to her
home in Surry.
Mrs. Amanda Young is in Surry visiting
her daughter. Mrs. Sterling Anderson.

a

summer.
was

teaches

Mrs.

summer.

Warren

Miss

who

Grindle,

NORTH BROOKSV1LLE.

Mrs. E. W. Ashe has gone to Bar Harbor
Dr.

Ruth

----

Harold Hooper of Bar Harbor spent the
wtek-end with his parents.
for the

of Waltham. Mass., is
days here.

few

a

_

N. Y.

ALWAYS

Waltham. Mass.

MKMOR1

50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial sixe 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

CASTORIA

Carter

Woodland, is home.
June 30.
|

GENUINE

daughter Ethel

White and

home from

spending

may be
necessary ; and if so, I believe that
‘Fruit-a-tives’ is the highest result of
New Thought in medicine”.

limited,

Nora

George

may be

YOUNG, Schenectady,

graduated

was

Jigh school at Old Orchard, is

! Earle of

cleaned up my yellowish complexion
and put new blood in my body.
"While I am no backslider from

Thought’, I feel there
times when a help to nature

ho

w

and

been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural sletn
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

home.

Most gratifying ivas the result. It
relieved my liverandstomach trouble,

‘New

Conary,

Miss Ada M.
from the

gave up thinking I did not have it,
and took a natural medicine, ‘Fruit-atives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets.

A. A.

Lionel S.

children of

am

a

Oil, Paregoric
Soothing SyTups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance.
Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it
has

Drops

has

her cottage.

Prof.

not in the habit of praising
any material medicine as I am an
advocate f New Thought, but some
time ago, I had such a bad attack of
Liter and Stomach Trouble that I
I

M. Adams of Portland

Ella

Miss

r
Castoria
is

R.

j

It

takes the newcomer tomeUmee
America.
The native*
appreciate
>orn is often too close to the situation
.o realize what this great country of
he United States means to the world
He U used to all that it ofTere.
oday
■iking It as a matter of course, and
requently loses the vision in sordid
while
the
new-comer- but
ietail;
isten to what one of them had to
Ho Is George E Kihbany of the
*uy.
1919 class of the lioston High School
~>f Commerce and he came to this
lountry from his native land, Syria,
when he was 10 years old.
In a four-minute speech on the value
}f War Savings Stamps, given at the
school recently, he said In closing:
"Hate is not characteristic of the
American people, bat the Germans
aught us unwillingly how to hate
hem.
Now it is a sin not to hate
he spirit they showed and not to
ibolish it from the face of the earth.
3f the latter we are positively sure,
e-cause the American passion for Jusdee is a hundred times stronger than
was the German passion for conquest!
"I never entertained the idea of
becoming an orator and 1 am sure that
1
lack oratorical ability, but such
qualifications are unnecessary on an
occasion like this, because the only
and best Inducement to a true American are the calls of his duty and
government, and not even the best
oration of the greatest speaker of all
times.
"Whether we all realize it or not. we
are now in the midst of a period which
w ill be known to all the
oppressed peoples of the world as the Americanization period
Now* is the time for every
one of us to prove whether he Is a sham
American or a genuine American.”
The practice of thrift and the pur
chase of War Savings Stamps are
just now* good Indication of the genu
Ine American.
0

without thrifty habits he cannot sue
ceed.
The great railroad builder began t(
save even
before he had visions o:
the wonderful agricultural and Indus
trial

empire

he

was

to create.

From the day he arrived in St Pau
from Canada, after working his wa;
there, and received for his first day’i
to save.
pay *1.25, he began
Hi
taught that the dollar that is wortl
more
than any other dollar in thi
world to you is the first dollar yoi
save, and that the earlier that star
is made the sooner you will be abb
to meet the great opportunity tha
comes at some time to every man
One of Mr. Hill's axioms was tha
prosperity not based on economy am
thrift is transient, because one canno
be extravagant today, and
expect ti
become a safe conservator of energy
and wealth tomorrow.
He let it be known that he did no
place a high value on the man whi
could not save, for he believed that ti
save means ability to deny and
centre
one’s self; when you are master o
yourself, you will be able to mastei
others, and with the money thus a
hand, you will be able to seize oppor
tunlty when It comes along. One o
his favorite sayings was: "Opportonl
ty comes sometimes disguised and sur
rounded by hard work and adrersi
| circumstances.”

“The Belle of the Camp”
Much of the cook’s popularity depends
the stove she uses. The New Perfection Oil Cook Stove makes possible
not only the most delicious meals but
a pleasant kitchen in which to work.
You, too, will be enthusiastic when
you see how it saves you the drudgery
of kindling and ashes—and time in
waiting and watching for the fire to
draw. The Long Blue Chimney gives
the clean intense Hume. Regulated
like gas. No smoke, no odor.
The New Perfection Water Heater gives

on

you

hot

water any

time

you want

it.

Decide tohaveaNew Perfection Stoveand Water
Heater this summer. See your dealer today.
STANDARD

OIL COMPANY OF

M.W YORK

NEW PERFECTION
OIL COOK STOVES
Also Puritan Cook Stoves
the best Short Chimney stove.

—

A

I

gnfttrtietmtntB.

Elizabeth M. Leach
of Bar
Harbor.
.After work, refreshments were served
»nd a abort program was
presented. This
was the last
meeting before the summer

Beechams

New

in the Hall of States LONGEVITY COMMON
IN BRITISH FAMILIES

England

recess.

baccalaureate
sermon
to
the
students of Clark high school was given
it the town bail Bunday by Kev. David
Angell of Bucksport. It was one of the
best ever given here. The ball was
decorated with flags and the class colors,
pink and white, w ild flowers being used

Pills
ndll rapidly improve your
complexionby arousing the
liver and putting stomach
jnd blood in good order.

Often Six to

The

in abundance.
June 23.

Mrs.

Amos

Dot liver

is

from

home

Host on.
Samuel Howe is visiting his cousin, R.
E. Newman.

NEWS

Bernard is visiting
mother, .Mrs. Julia Stanley.
John Hopkins, jr., has been presented
with a fine pair of army horses
by his
Father.

here of Edmund
The many
those interested in hi* uogeed. jr., and
will
be interested to
u,o»l musical ability,
wan chosen again this year, an
kBC* be
ate

June 23.

he solo after the baccalaureof the E. M. C. seminary in the

sing

io

ji„

H*®00

Mrs. Will Bunker of Calais, w ith a
party
friends, spent the week-end with her
listers, Meda Brown and Jessie Newman.
John 1*. Ward is at home for a vacation.
June 30.
£#

of

Mrs. Emma:A. Heed of West Tremont
visited her son, E. B. Heed, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stover are receiving
on

congratulations

the birth of

son, and
the birth

a

MAN8ET.
Mrs. Ellen Stanly has returned
visit in Northeast Harbor.

■

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Orcutt on
of a daughter.
Morm Chatto is here from the U. of \l.

was
home from Camp
days’ furlough recently.
Isaac Stanley and wife spent a few
days
recently in Moulton making the trip by'

iiitn.

<X»TMKNCKJH ENT.

junior exhibition

of the

Mrs.

hign school
«a« given Thursday evening, June 12, to a
Those reciting were Elweli
full bouse.
CbsltOt Hoxent Nichols, Marion Wardwell, Eunice Dodge, Bertha Smith, Gerard
Nichols,
Condon, Violet Gray, Relief
Frances Young, Robert Good ell. The
well delivered.
part* were *11
Sunday evening, June 15, at the Methodist church Rev. John Carson preached
the baccalaureate sermon
1
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock the
exercises
were
held
in
commencement
j
fhc

from

hr nest Tor rev
I K'Vens on a ten

for the summer.

Moore

Alice

Morris,
•ottage.
•race

The

ur*’

daughter,

her

occupying the Teague

Busy Bee club went

Thursday

last

and

picnic
Camp Fairview, Latty’s

to

on

a

Lobster dinner was served, with
sandwiches, cake, pie and fruit. Games
were played, and a
fine time was enjoyed
S'Ove.

by «U.

.June 23.

j

Lilac.

NORTH OKLAND.
Mrs. William Ingalls has returned from
nail.
the
class
of
Forrwter*
Although
s» visit with her
parents in East Orland.
1919 was only six they gave a fine pro- !
Mrs. Fred York’s sister, Miss
the
delivered
in
a
credit- I
Ring, of
essays
gram and
North Holden, is with her.
able manner. The class parts were as folMrs. Addie Clair of Ea-1
lows:
Edna

May Urindle; class
Salutatory,
history, Evelyn A. 8anborn; address to
undergraduates, Philip L. Gray; class
L

prophecy.

Black;

E.

us

class

ill

w

and

gradual!

H

*n

reception and
well attended. Gray’s

was
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Mrs. W. J. Freethy has returned from
Tenants Harbor, where she visited her
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forts of volunteer women workers
at the New England desk, in tho
Hall of States In that city.
While
some states are using large approsuch
m
as
priations,
$50,000 and Kansas’s $;r>.000, in
welcoming their home-coming sons*
Connecticut, New* Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, and Rhode Island are
leaving this work to the Society of
New England women.
Without tho
aid of state funds even for the clerical hire, incident to writing to from
50 to 150 wounded men a day,
women of this organization are doing the best they can to see that
New
England’s wounded men are
welcomed as warmly, if not as generously. as thoso of sister states.
More funds are urgently needed. They
ran be sent to Miss Elizabeth DexNew
ter,
England desk, Hall of
States. New York.
The giving of the home-touch to
the welcoming of returning fighters
centres at tho Hall of States, which
the War Camp Community Service
maintains at 27 West 25th Street,
Th* ro
close to the Victory Arch.
"Buddies" meet at the war’s end;
there tho soldiers meet for the first

H. R
Bat'-s and wife spent a davB
W. it. Smith and wife at
recently wit
Bucks Mill*4.

After the short recess in the ball aud
congratulations to the class aud its instructors, Prof. Ray Huntington aud Miss
Minnie Lucille Grant, who have so faithfully worked, and given the class of 1919
id excellent finish, m spite of the broken
year, the alumni met in the high school

evening

Hundreds of New England soldiers, lying ill or wounded in the
greet Army Debarkation Hospitals
of N“\v York are receiving their first
special welcome and often their first
touch of home as a result of the ef-
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sweet peaa. Mr. and Mrs. Weren left at
once for Ripley, where they have taken
few weeks. They will
a cottage for a

and wife.
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fast

The ceremony
R. M. Traftou,

Northeast Harbor,
grandparents, Roland

Ashley,

New

Harbaugh, Be wick ley,

wedding Saturday
afternoon, when ber daughter Edith was
married to Carl E. Weren of New York.

SEAL COVE.
Miss Avis

Velton,

no.

scene

Mrs. Lett ie Rumill of Boston, has opened
cottage here. Miss Edna will spend
the summer in Philadelphia, joining her
mether here in September.
(».
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receiving great relief.
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is a New York salesman.
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COULDN’T LAND 30 BUICKLY
Getting 387,000 Men Over In 16 Days
Impossible, as Shown by Our Own
Experiment, Declares Gen. Peyton C.
March, Chief of Staff—Shows How
Lacking We Were in Knowledge of
Shipping Large Armies.

long ago that three were still living
the ages of one hundred and one,
ninety-one and eighty-seven, while five,
who were dead, had counted 418 years
among them, an average of 87 years.
If the members of this family had
lived consecutively instead of together
the first horn would have lived as long
ago ns the year 1220.
When Henry Wye, sexton at St.
Mary’s church, Leicester, died not
long ago, at eighty-seven, it was said
that two of his brothers had predeceded him at the ages of eighty-seven
and eighty-five, respectively, while he
had two surviving brothers of ninetyseven and ninety-three and two sisters
<>f eighty-three and eighty.
Joshua Jackson of Blackburn, who
survived to see Ms eighty-seventh
birthday, was one of eight brothers
and sisters, not one of whom failed
to pass the eightieth milestone.
And
quite recently there were living at
Milverton, West Somerset, five broth• ts
and sisters, the eldest of whom.
Mrs. Shattocks, was ninety-two, and
the youngest, James King, just ten
years younger.
at

M

ueibodist church at Bucksport.
joe Cunningham* *nd Mr. Ford
30,1011 ha\e opened their cottages.

of the north

eighty-nine years, respectively.
Of another family ail members of
the Society of Friends, we read not

FJ. D.

T.

t

case

of nine brothers and sisters whose
aggregate ages totaled 799 years. Five
of them survived to
ninety-nine, ninety-eight. ninety-three, ninety-three and

her

friends

remarkable

one

Mrs. Ida Mitchell of

SOUTH B KOOKS Vll.LE.

O.

Prompt treatment of a slight attack of diarrhtea will often prevent a serious sickness. The
best known remedy is Or. SETH ARNOLD'S
BALSAM. Warranted by C. E. Alexander.
—Advt.

bouquet
roses.

served,
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of
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and

white

bridal

lunch was
the weddidg
their friends extended them an

After

time folks from their home communities. Some of them are “blue**
and
the

the

are

taken

to dinner and

N FEARS
I INFLATED

Eight Members Live
Above the Average of
85 Years.
War College’s 1915 Estimate of
Foe Exaggerated,

country family of Calvert of which
brothers
eight
and
sisters
have
reached an average of eighty-five
years, has had many parallels In recent years in England.
The late Lady Mabella Knox was

Woodlocke.
SEAWALL.

Medicine in the World.
unett Sale of Any
*5old everywhere. In boxer. IQ., 25c.

COUNTY

INVf
CAI

The

theatre or are put in touch with
men from
their communities, who
them
give
heart-to-heart
talks. !
Others want jobs buck homo and for
these the War Camp Community
FORMER SPEAKER AND
Service maintains a nation-wide employment service which, under Dr.
HIS SOLDIER SON
V*. D. Fisher, socks jobs in New
England and in other states for soltrw*8 7-8v8-78 -8-787-K 7-8 78^8^8?
diers and sailors.
The hospital work of the Hall of
States is, perhaps, the most important thing done there.
Under a system
perfected by the War Camp
Community Service the names of all
wounded men, sometimes to the
number of 4,000 arrivals a day, are
divided
into
state
immediately
groups and put in the hands of the
Hospitality Committees from the

j
j
j
;

j

The experiences of the
United
States In rushing troops overseas has
mude it evident that estimates given
by the war department in 1915 that
Germany, if not interfered with, could
land 387,000 men In America in 16
days and 440,000 men in 31 days more
were gross exaggerations, Gen. Peyton
C. March, chief of staff, said. The
war department estimate was submitted by the war college to cougress in
the year mentioned.
Our Own Record.
“On May 1, 1917," said General
March, “the army owned a troop, fleet
of ten vessels, with an estimated deadweight tonnage of 52,725 and a troop
All these
capacity of 10.830 men.
were boats which it would have been
possible in an extreme case to put into
trans-Atlantic service, hut of that
group of old vessels only one, the Buford, was permanently put into this
service.
“Between April 6 and September 1,
1917. the first six months, the deadweight tonnage of the United States
army increased from nothing to 46,090
dead-weight tons. The troops carried
eastward on
the
ships ran by
months: April, none; May, 1,033. (car-,
ried on commercial liners!; .Tune. 12,621, (carried on commercial liners);

July, 5,437; August, 5,45S; September,
14.813. Total troops carried. 39.002.
“Beginning with November 11. 1918,
the date of the armistice, and running
through ihe six months up to and including April, we had carried westW

ill'll

717 4£f»

mf»n

“The 390,000

total

deadweight

of

army ships on November 11 included
the Leviathan and other German ships

taken over during the
increase in the troop
time is due almost
making over of cargo

The rapid
fleet since that
entirely to the
various states.
The women at once
write to the boys asking them to
ships into troopcall at the Hall of States, or, if that
carrying ships. Up to April 1 cargo
be impossible, to indicate whether
ships of 538,000 tons had been conthey wish to have a visitor call on
verted into troop-carrying ships. These
them.
ships formed 58 per cent of the troop
The New England desk is in the
fleet in tonnage, although not in caractive charge of Miss Elizabeth B.
Dexter.
She is assisted by Mrs.
rying capacity.
James Ward Warner, chairman for
Quite Impossible.
the New York Colony of the Society
“About the war department stateof New England Women, and Miss
ment in 1915, a pamphlet having the
Lizzie Woodbury, treasurer.
title. ‘Statement of a Proper Military
Policy for the United States.’ This
informal reception and the young couple
statement contained an estimate of
left in a shower of rice and confetti for
the number of troops which could be
a trip to Portland and Old Orchard.
Mrs.
landed on our shores, provided there
Abram has marie her home in Hluehill
were
no
interference. Germany had
for the past few months, ami has a wide
the most; the estimate as to her was
circle of friends here. She is a member
387,000 men In 10 days, and an addiof Wawouaissa temple, P. S. Mr. Abram,
tional 440,000 in another 31 days. It
who is in the clothing business with his
was stated that these men could carry
father, is a graduate of George Stevens
with them 170.000 horses and all the
academy and a member of Keewayaen
necessary equipment, munitions, suplodge, K. of P. and the sisterhood.
Lieut. Col. Bennett Clark and “dad”
plies. and other impedimenta for
He recently returned from foreign service
were
constantly together until war three months.
In about the same
with the 303rd heavy artillery.
was declared, when the son entered
space of time it was estimated that
the
service.
He was parliamentarian
June 30.
S.
France could land 404.000 men. Ausof the house when he went to war.
tria. 180,000, and Japan. 238,000, all
MEMORIAL KKSOLI TION8.
with large numbers of animals and
H’fiareuff, Our
comrade.
Leonard
C.
the necessary impedimenta for three
Webber, has been called to meet his comNO JEWELS AT OPERA
rades and loved
months.
ones
iu iheir spiritual
home; and realizing we have lost a worthy
“Our experience in this war -*hows
Women
Use Flowers and that these
and highiv esteemed
comrade, we bow in ; London
alleged facts are quite imhumble submission to the will of our Divine
Leaves for Adornment.
possible. We have learned that you
Commander. Comrade
Webber
will
be
A
characteristic of the London
cannot mobilize ships, men and supkind husband
I missed as a good citizeu, a
! opera season is the almost entire ab- plies with the ease and speed < alcuaud a loving father, and a much-respected
sence of what may he termed “dress
I
lated in the statement. Ship performmember of Jas. A. (tarheld post; Therefore
jewels," usually worn by the women. ances cannot approach the performRe*olv*d, That we, his iate comrades iu
On the opening night, the queen of
arms,extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
ances
assumed. Our fast troopships
widow aud family; that a copy of these
Ronmunin wore an imposing diamond have averaged close to 35
resolutions be placed on record, that a copy
days for a
be
for
but
she
is
sent
to
The
American
Ellsworth
coronet,
a queen.
Other complete turn around to France and
j
publication, and the post hall he draped iu
who
before the wnr would
women,
back, our cargo ships 70 days. The
for thirty days.
I mourniug
have glittered with diamonds at Co- statement assumes that all
ships, invent Garden, are going to Drury Lane
cluding cargo, would average 30 days
WEST GOULDSBORO.
with wreaths of flowers or leaves In
for that distance..
their hair, and only a string or two of
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw left Sunday for a
“This statement shows how lacking
visit with her daughter,
Mrs. Walter
pearls to remind the world they still wTe were in knowledge of the problem
Weeks, iu L'astine. Her granddaughter. have the Jewel cases.
of shipping large armies overseas.
Miss S.
Bernice Stevens, accompanied
The dearth of Jewels, however, does There was no experience of our own
her.
not prevent a dazzling spectacle, so
or of foreign
countries to guide us.
many of the dresses are composed of The transportation overseas of the
Mrs. E. K. Bunker and son Gordon,
gleaming gold or silver tissues of glit- American army as an achievement is
who have been visiting in West Sullivan,
tering brocades, of sequins and dia- literally unprecedented.'*
are home.
lu^r
mante and metallic fringes.
The less
Miss Ruth Hayford of Milbridge was
i
Is
there
of
them
the more costly they
a recent guest of E. E. Lovejoy.
BURY SPIRITS IN COFFIN
are as
a
rule.
Feather fans, highMrs. Allen Kingsley of Bar Harbor is
priced ones, are immensely popular
at her borne here.
Find Place of Concealment for John
again.
Mrs. Annie Tracy was in Winter Harbor
Barleycorn.
Is the cemetery to become the
last week.
vault
STRIKE IN GOLD
June 23.
L.
the place of safe concealment for
John Barleycorn when the
days of
Harry C. Hammond spent the week-end Dreams of an
Ancient River Bed With
privileged “booze” are past? Accordin Ellsworth.
Free Ore Came True.
ing to cemetery officials at Rochester,
Edward L. Hawkins and family are ocN. Y„ there are indications that the
The dreams of an ancient river bed
cupying F. P. Hill's residence.
future will see an increased demand
rich In free gold which had
fabulously
Misses Amanda and Vida Wood of Walbeen an obsession of prospectors for for burial lots. This official has been
tham, Mass., are here for the summer.
advised that in arid and liquorless sechalf a century have come true.
Miss Dorothy M. Noyes, who has spent
tions of the country there has been a
For more than 50 years miners have
two weeks with her parents, returned to
boom in choice burial lots. In rough
believed that if the original channel
Portland Saturday.
| or old bed could be located where once boxes “remains" are said to have been
Miss Thinnas Smith arrived Friday to
and are being buried. Frequent visits
flowed the Rogue river in its gravel
spend the summer with her parents, i could be found free gold of untold to the “remains” by the nearest of
Luther Smith and wife.
kin have been observed.
quantities.
A cleverly
And so It happened that O. M. Estercontrived siphon pump connected with
Samuel Brooks, principal of Berwick
the “remains”—but why explain?
high school, with Mrs. Brooks, arrived ly, owner of the old Waldo mine southWednesday to spend the summer with west of Grant's Pass, Ore., the other
their parents, L. M. Orcutt aud wife.
day made the greatest strike ever
Thief’s Weakness for BiblM.
made in this section when he turned
A sneak thief with peculiar proM. Kingsley, who has
Miss Blanche
gravel for the first time.
been enjoying a furlough of thirty days at
Esterly’s clivities has been at work at Alexanholdings consist of 4.200 acres and it is dria, S. D. From the lodge hall pt
the home of her brother, Alpheuu Kingsthe Workman and Rebekah
ley, left Sunday to resume her duties in believed that almost every foot of
them lie over the old river bed and
the Bibles have disappeared Ifoff
the Walter Reed hospital, Washington,
that
D. C.
nearly all of it is rich in pay dirt. them had been in use in the Workman
lodge for ’J8 years.
L.
June 30.
war.
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HAD DEVICE TO
WARN OFJHELLS
GREAT WORK OF ENGINEERS
War

Department Relate* Astounding Achievements of Corps at Home
and
Abroad—One Device Spotted
117 German Gun Positions in
Single
Day—Corps Also Produced Most

Searchlight

In

Use.

The war story of the engineer
corps
home and tn France Is told officially
for the first time in chapters of the
at

department’s brief history of
American war efforts, made public in
advance sifpets.
Many of the recorded accomplishments of the engineers
have been published before as isolated i
Incidents, but this is the first com- !
plete and connected story which gives :
any idea of the extraordinary scope
of the duties modem warfare laid
upon engineering troops.
war

rrooauiy

me dost

intended to give troops warning
of shell fired by the enemy in their direction.
The preliminary experiments
found that at 4.1 miles these mechanisms could detect the firing of the gun
as long as 19 seconds before the shell
arrived, thus giving troops ample time
to get under cover.
Such a development was possible because of the far
greater speed with which earth vibrations travel than those of sound in
the air.
“Except for lack of time In the
brief seconds between the firing of the
gun and the arrival of the shell it
would be quite possible with this proposed apparatus to calculate almost
exactly where the shell would land.
The Most Powerful Searchlight.
The corps produced also a new form
of searchlight more powerful than any
that had preceded it In any army, and
with which the Second Field army had
been partially equipped.
“It weighed." the report says, “oneeighth as much as lights of former
designs, cost only one-third as much.
was about one-fourth as large in bulk.
and threw a light ten per cent strong
er than any other portable projector
in existence.”
I ne engineers were at work when
the fighting ended upon a mechanism
which would enable them to control
searchlights from a distance.
The chapter devoted to the work of
the engineer corps In France draws a
vivid picture of the duties of the combat engineers who played their full
part In the fighting from the beginIt also tells In dening to the end.
tail of the building of the railways, the
cutting down of French forests to convert them into barracks for American
troops; of the miles of highways built
and constantly rebuilt as shellfire tore
them to pieces; of cement mills taken
over In France hv American troops to
provide trench materials; of the great
mnii-printing plant, where the engineers finally were able to produce
not only nil
maps needed for the
American army hut even supplied the
French Seventh and Eighth army with
base maps for their fronts.
In this
huge plant at Emigres In November
over 1.900.000 lithographic prints were
made and over a million sheets of type
work done.
There is told also the
story of a
camouflage factory at
I ".Jon where material to blind enemy
airplanes’ eyes and to confuse the en
emy's pickets was turned out In vast

illustration or this

far as the troops in France are concerned is the technical organization of
the units of the engineers which
reached the other side.
There were
seven regiments and two battalions of
railway construction engineers, five
battalions for maintenance of way;
two battalions for maintenance of railway equipment; four regiments and
one
battalion to operate the main
American railways in France; three
regiments to operate light railways
and their repair shops; two regiments
to operate the regular railway repair
shops; two regiments and six separate
battalions
on
general
construction
work; two regiments for storing and
transporting engineer supplies; a forestry regiment; a light railway construction regiment: a road building
so

regiment; a water supply regiment;'
a mining regiment; a
quarrying regi- j

SHIELD FOR AUTO HEADLIGHT

In
Pen»»vlvanian
Invent*
Device
Which Light I* Directed DownHarry Spurting is employed at Sutton
ward to Illuminate Road.
!
island by I>r. Furbush.
%
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home after

Moore is at

long
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absence.
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family

with the Burnham

Philadelphia.
W. A. Spurting
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here
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3uturner's work

Cranberry,

Great

the Dob dock, has moved bis
here to the home of Grover Morse.
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family
Miss

Spurting
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summer

She

■t Walter

will be

Hadlock’a.

Smythe of New Haven, Coon., has joined his daughter, Mary
here. Mrs. Smythe and
it their cottage
Winnifred will

! laughter,
July.
;

|

come

early

in

Summer arrivals: Dr. Ralph Seelye- and
family, Springfield, Mass.; Dr. Malcolm

|

family,

and

$torer

Boston; Arthur
Cambridge, Mass.,

and family,
Rev. Rush Rbees and family, Rochester,
N Y.; W. O. Saw telle and son Egerton.
Rrooks

!

Marvin

Bryant,

young men,
of

one

the

promoted

patrol

to

chief

without doubt
service

one

of

ho enlisted

w

the

with such

a

our
as

boats,

promising

engineer on
bas
been

engineer.

youngest

He

man

ta

P. MacDonald, seacoast miesi nary,
expects to preach here next
Sunday morning, July 6, and announce
Re\.

:be
ind

1

been
ind
be

A.

speakers
August.

for
The

discontinued

no

doubt

suspended

the
until

Sundays in Jnly
school bas
Sunday

the

during the summer,
Junior Endeavor will
fall.

June 30.
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I Miss*
! Jrono.
1

Catherine

Sargent is

at

home

a

j
j

j

j

1

j

1

from

are

and
for

home

Leona

tbeir

va-

Tbe cbnrch ia being painted.
Mra. John Linaeott and son

1

arrived

!

hack

ii, r

Sunday.

Covey and family have tr0
Tw
into their old home.

James
sons

of

guests of F. L. Sw

an

and

Wilkinson

Herbert

ar

two

N. Rice and family of Birch
n„.^
guests of Mrs. Charlotte Crane.

E.

and wife.

are

nephew and

niece.

tage,

Underhill, who has been

promoted to captain. He
home Friday and has resumed

Perspective View of the Device.

device In which the light Is directed
downward so as to Illuminate the
road, without, however, being diminished In Intensity. A further object Is
to provide for preventing the glare
which Is dangerous to persons approaching the machine.

CLEAN PARTS WITH KEROSENE
Best Way le to Use Wire Basket and
Dip Different Parts in Oil, Letting Dirt Sink.
It Is often necessary to clean small
parts of the car. and washing In kerosene is the accepted method.
The
usual practice Is to throw such parts
In a pail of kerosene and let them lie
In the muck which collects at the bottom.
A better way is to get a wire
basket, which will fit part way down
In the vessel used to hold the kerosene, place the parts In this basket,
dtp them In the oil and allow the dirt
to be loosened and sink to the bottom,
while the parts come out perfectly
clean and ready for use.

NAIL MAKES TEMPORARY PIN
Not Strong Enough for Permanent Repair, but Will Suffice in Cases
of Emergency.

Breakage of a taper pin on a magnetic drive-shaft or similar important
part frequently causes delay and annoyance to motorists, especially If It
occurs on the road, when another taper
pin of the right size usually Is unavailable. If this Is the case a temporary pin may be quickly filed from a
nail or similar piece of stock, which,
while not strong enough for permanent
repair, will suffice for the time it takes
to secure a new pin.

re-

bis

Little Lad Had

Mrs.
Roger

Misa

busy.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Miss Dorthy Merchant
Sunday.
Mrs. Ague a Hall has

former loved citizens,
Bendied last
Thursday at the
home of bia
daughter, Mrs.
Young, in Ellsworth. Several from btrt
attended tbe funeral in Ellsworth Fridst
Mrs.
Herbert
Hodgkins, daughters
Rosa and Helen and sons Harold

bor tor the

Lamoine

gone to

Bar Har-

sad

Alien

Forrest Haskett and son Kennard are
home from
Machias, where they have
been employed.
Harris Bunker and wile of Franklin
were week-end guests of
Clyde Robertson
and wife.
Mias Lena Tracy left Monday for Seal
Harbor, Gertrude Bunker and Carl Blaisdell tor Bar Harbor and
for Northeast Harbor.

Ellis

Bunker

Earl Jettison, U. S. N., arrived home
a twenty days furlough. This
visit home since enlisting in

Friday

for
is his tirst
the navy

more

His many friends
him.

than
are

two

glad

Jane SO.

Miss Jordan and Mis®

OAK
Lord, have earned
POlfT.
gratitude they deserve for tbeir faith- !
Harry Trim ia home from Bangor lor
ful and painstaking efforts. The baccalsu- !
baying.
reate sermon on tbe preceding Sunday by I
E. U. Ladd and wife spent tbe
reek-end
Rev. J. E. Blake was replete with good
in Ellsworth.
suggestions to the class.
Sherman Higgins and tamily s»e
she
Fine weather and a fine program made ;
gueata of
Mrs. Higgins' mother, Mrs.
possible tbe fine concert by the Sunday Velma
Haynes.
school children, assisted by tbe church
F. E. Harlow of Noank, Conn
scoonchoir, at tbe Methodist church Sunday
A special and pleasing number psnied by hia daughter, Mrs. Mibel
evening.
and
her
White,
daughter
was given by Mrs. Elwyn Wilbur
Dorothy, »
and
a few days at bis farm,
daughter Miss Louise, of Eastbrook, who spending
formerly
owned by the late J. W. Jordan.
played tbe violin, her mother accompanyRecent arrivals at Shady Nook srt f.
ing on the church organ. Pretty tableaux
followed
tbe
music
and
recitations. C. Uurrill and wife, Mrs. H. c. Achora
Pastor Blake superintended tbe decora- and children. Prof Clarence H. White
tions of greenery and w ild flowers, mak- and wife, Donald W hite and wile, Prof.
Jesse
ing an artistic and attractive setting.
Phillips and family. Mrs. Into
Hoffman and daughter Mlgnoo.
June 30.
B.
School closed Friday, The children rive
QCll/VI
IV. IV.
an
entertainment
Thursday evening,
Mrs. Arthur G. Parker is employed in
under the auspices ot tbe school letrw.
the

Camden.

with

short addresses by ex-Supt. L. B,
Hodgkins, Supt. F. E. McOouldnck »nd
A. B. Smith. A picnic was enjoyed Ssturdsy by the teacher, Mrs. J W. Itemick.
and her pupils.

Everett Pert has gone to South HloehiU
to clerk for B. E. Sylvester.
Mrs. Alice Lyroburner has gone to

Eggemoggin

to work for the

summer.

June 30.

Capt. Louis Lane went to Boston last
week on business concerning bis vessel.

Providence,

Mrs. Lettie Smith of
is

K.

WEST TKEMONT.

L,

Otis

Arthur

Mrs.

Parker.

Mrs. Mildred Norwood i*
visiting her
niece, Mrs. Edwin Lopau*.

G. Parker, Fred Ford and Carl
Wolcott, N. Y., for

left last week for

on

ville

A. Cole

Walerville for the
Mias

Hazel

been

a

H.

There will be a dance at the Glencove
hotel the night of the Fourth.
Mr. Hochberg has moved his family into
the Macomber house on Femetic road.
The radio station ball team defeated the
Seal Harbor at the golf grounds

Saturday.

■ The kindergarten opened Monday for
the summer. Miss Van Hook, who has
been here for the past three
seasons, will
teach the older children. She has with
her Miss Browning, who will teach

the

The many friends of
wife

Cleaves

has

are

A.

A.

Lopaasiad
Mr*. L>

anxiously hoping that

speedy recovery from
will undergo tt Ut.
Eugene Tapley’s hospital in Belfast.
June 30.

Thelma
NORTH LAM OINK

Mrs. 8usie
turned for the

Warren of Boston

Eugene Hodgkins and wife of Waltham,
Mass., are expected this week by auto-

Guy

son

Mrs. Hannah Davis and

in

Albert

Christie,

home of
are

receiving

Mrs.

son

brother,

Walter, tad
are

with her
since last

daughter,

Mrs.

fall has gone

Franklin for the

has

C. C.
to

to*

A. L.

Holt,

winter with her

iug
Myra Young, will Join her this seek for

the

the

summer.

V.

June 3D.

summer.

who

at

George Christie for their vacation.

who has spent the
cbildreo, is now occupy*
her cottage here. Her sister, Mr*.

a son

attended

her

Misa France* P. Atwater of Bangor is a
ATLANTIC.
guest of E. W. Bridges for a few day> I
Mias Mabel Staples is visiting
before going to Northeast
Harbor for west Harbor.
George Bunker,

re-

ha-

summer.

mobile for their vacation.
veteran of the

graduation exercises of Milbridge high
school and spent a few days with relatives

Mrs.

t*ta

paus may have s
the operation she

summer.

W.

who

John H. Leiand and wife of Ellswcarh
speut the week-end with Mrs. Lelaad'f
sister, Mrs. F. W. Lunt.

Weaton of Winter Harbor i
guest of Mrs. George W\

in

Sooth*

Herman Joyce of Gloucester is visitiQ*
parents.

been

bis

Larrabee,

Misses

her home in

Myrtia

and

Luella Joyce have
Rockland.

rt*

turned from acbool in

summer.

Mrs. Gladys Chisholm aud daughter are
Rev. Paul 8. Phalen of Augusta with
visiting her parents, Llewellyn Joyce aod
family, has arrived at "Middiedelds" wife.
for the summer. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry I Miss Amy Joyce, accompanied by »
Cobb of Augusta are with them.
frit-ud, Miss Bacon, is home from Casti*
Private Jesse 8. Noonan arrived home nor
malt school.
this week.
Mr. Noonan has the distincJune 21.
J. E. M

j
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DENTAL SCHOOLHARVARD UNIVERSITY

A Field of
i

Big Opportunities
There is

4 Chance
lO Snedall7e
o|7vliail£t,
InctenriSnn
IIIMrUUKin

anH Pmnnmon*
and

ones.

Julyl.

E.

from Bat^r

summer.

Mrs.‘Jasper .Norwood,
quite ill, is out again.

ha» arrived from

congratulations upon the birth of
born June 25.
Mrs.

visiticf
Brook-

aHELMa.

port for the

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Cathryn

at

home.

is

Benjamin Heed, jr., iah<»".j«j

the State road

Thurston of North

Miss

been

June 23.

the third

of

who has

daughter, Mrs. E. K. Keed.

who is ill.

begun
in
district, under the supervision
Harry
Sedgwick.
C. H. Chapman and wife, Harold Chapman and wife. Miss Lillie Chapman,
Miss
Mayo and Miaa Eva Chapman of East
Corinth, were guests at **The Maples"
Sunday, making the trip by auto. Mr.
Chapman ts an old school friend of Edward C. Cole and Miss Susie Cole, but
they had not seen each other for over
fifty year*.
June 30.
Euoc.
Work has

Murphy,

Isaac

summer.

William Dodge, from Sand Island light,
was in town Sunday to see his wife and

nephew, Casper Murphy,

H.

Ingalls anti wife, >lr-. Alvin
Wall and two children and Mi-M into
Keed spent the week-end
m
Franklin
and Sullivan.

Adelle
visiting
motbei,
Miaa May Bussell, who has been visiting relatives here, has returned to East
Boston.
her

X.

years ago.
to
welcome

SEAL HARBOR.

little

art at
the old homestead.
Mrs
Hodgkins and Harold will relurn to
Waterville Tuesday, as Harold
soon to his work in Fort Worth.
Texas.
J une 30.
o

retursi

Thefparts were well taken and
Principal Thompson and bis assistants, \
weather.

the

summer.

our

Msn«'

there.

went to

i™.

Olive

One ot

The exercises of the high school graduating class Friday afternoon, with reception and dance in the evening, were
largely attended, despite the unfavorable

James W’oodbury Cole, a
Boya Find Robber*' Loot.
Fonr followers of Tom Sawyer ex- Civil war, ia visiting his
plored a cave Id the mountainside at Steuben.
Thorold, Ontario, and came across a
Gerard Noonan and wife

of treasure trove.
It was the
loot of a gang of railway thieves.
There were expensive silks and tapestries and velvets. Now the police are

and

Jamin Young,

Colwell.

mass

Hodgkins

H.

at

Coolidge entertained Mt
Kilpatric and tour daughters ot
Presque tale two days last week.

unpeople generally.
Mrs. Carrie Havey has returned from
Homerviile, Mass., accompanied by ber
granddaughter, Misa Charlotte Havey,
w ho will
spend her vacation here.

has

attending physician.

are

and Mrs.

over-

his

Narrow Escape From
Death.
Twelve-year-old Vernon Marlon, son
of Mrs. Frank Marlon of Tumalo, Ore.,
narrowly escaped death while playing
on the hanks of the I>eschntes, a short
distance from his home, the other day.
when a bullet, fired by C. A. Daniels
of that city from the opposite side of
the river, hit the water, ricocheted amf
st nick the lad In the forehead.
The boy, stunned by the Impact al
first was believed dead, but regained
consciousness before being brought t«
Bend. The bullet. Its course being do
fleeted, had followed the bone and was
found Imbedded under the scalp. Only
the fact that the leaden pellet struck
one of the thickest portions of the
skull saved his life, according to the

Charles

home, alter the winter.
Jacksonville, Fla.

and the tow

the

a

daughter, Mra.

bis

seas, was gladly welcomed home Baturday
by his parents, H. B. Bragdon and w ife

Day

BULLET HITS WATER

F. Hutchings of Gouldsboro
visited
A. W.
Reynolds, iw

W.

over-

was

8ergt. Edward K. Bragdon from

ij

—

A

in the

license.

Bragdon

M.,

medical practice here.
Mrs. R. M Woodruff of Ridley Park,
Pa., la visiting her niece, Mrs. J. W.
HlaUdell, before opening tbeir bungalow
“Knoll Top,” at Georges Pond.

of Dr.

Rev. Newman W.

of

LAMOINE.

for Ma-

school.

cation.

turned

summer.

employed

*

June 30.

Leslie

aon

Monday

left

summer

Helen

Misses

DeBeck, U.

seas.

Miss Evelyn Moore, whoh't been employed in Portland a few weeks, is home
for the summer.

Dyer

rina*. to attend

Dr. C. 8.

Seelye of Worcester, Mass.;

Scudder. and will occupy it this

aii<1

in Ellsworth last week.

Miss Lola

young

Francis Bottome and wife of SpringHeld, Mass., and Miss Card, are visiting
l Mr. Bottome » mother.

| has pnrcfaased the

were

McNeil

Austin

H°'"'
the* ***

engineers.

home from
Mrs. Evelyn Bunker is
Samuel Harden, wife and little
daiwfc,,
Plainfield, Conn., accompanied by ber spent several days last week at
theire„

bar

last meek.

Dr. Walter

FRANK UN.
Mr®.

having served tbe
any of our dratted men
France sixteen months with

seas

to

Methuen, Mass.,
,

of
Plainville,
Stanley
sister, Mrs. Clarence

Lennie

Conn., visited

William H. Simmons is at home from
] Boston.
technical regiment for sur- 1
;
Arthur H. Lee returned to Buffalo, N.
▼eying and sound ranging; three sur- 1
vey and printing battalions; two railISaturday.
j
way transportation battalions; an elecMr*. Inez C. Brown is visiting her
trical and mechanical regiment; sevlaughter in Massachusetts.
eral separate companies to operate
Mrs. Azor | C. Dodge spent last week
cranes; a camouflage service; five in- j
sith her Bister in Bar Harbor.
land waterway companies to operate j
Mrs. B. C. Sargent of Harborside spent
canal boats and thi like; five pontoon
|
last week with her daughter.
trains and a ponto n park; a railway
}
Mrs. Eva M. Kimball and two children
arc7
stores battalion
transportation
quantities.
A Bangor are here for the summer.
and a searchligh* -• giment.
“Utilizing and applying the new
And Then Ther?
ere the Sappers.
Z M»»s BertbafrTurner of Bangor is viaitknowledge and scientific achievements
These special u:
all composed of of*Vecent years,'' the report says, in
ng ner mother, Mrs. Cyreue Turner.
men trained in civ
life in the United
Mrs. Grace Higgins and little daughter
concluding that portion devoted to the
States for the wnr bey did in France,
A Searsmont spent last week in tow n.
engineers, “drawing upon the fund of
were In addition
to the fighting enexperience acquired by the regula'
Forrest Pertjof Sedgwick has moved bis
gineers with each
vision, the sappers, army in Its theoretical studies and past
family into the H. J. Lymburner house.
who formed about mght per cent of
wars,
making available the vast
Carl Larson and wife of Juntland have
all of the combat.
troops in France. ! amount of technical skill which has
apened their house here for the summer.
One section of t!
report is devoted assisted this nation to its present comto the development of American railRay .: ond (Xrindell and wife of Rockland
mercial and industrial status, the en*
have been guests of J. W. Grindell and
to the production
ways in France :
gineers of the United States army
wife.
of railway equip:: nt in the United
worked and fought, planned and acStates to meet the
11 from the front.
Mrs. George B. Foster of Winchester,
in
France
a
work
which
In
complished
There were shipped to France 1,303
Mass., is the guest of Charles K. Foster
magnitude exceeds any similar unlocomotives before the armistice was
j dertaking recorded in American his- ind wife.
3 were in service
signed, of which
From base ports to first waves
tory.
Henry L. Grindell of the 56th pioneer
at
that time.
T
addition, 18.313 of an assault upon the enemy’s posi- regiment is (visiting bis parents, J. W.
freight cars were
pped abroad, both
tions, engineer troops have been con- Urindell and wife.
engines and cars having been pro- stantly in action, first to last, and :
Miss Ruth Sargent of Mt. Holyoke,
duced specially for service in France, j have ’carried on'
always with the high Mass., and Philip Sargent of Bangor, are
These were employed upon the 937 I Ideals of the
professional and with it home for the summer.
miles of standard guage track laid in
the motto of the corps of engineers:
Mrs. Julia H. Sweet and son Frederick
France by the engineers with equip’Essayons’ (Let us try), before them.” md Mis?
Lida Harknese of Newton, Mass.,
ment shipped from this country, and
have opened their cottage.
the rolling stock was in addition to
DRIVING THEM OUT
Miss ;Flora Bowden and her niece,
great quantities of light railway equipClara Kingsbury, of
ment for front line work that was also
Hull, Mass., are
Returned Soldiere Hive Constituted spending the sumnSer with Clara Bowden.
sent abroad.
Themselves Into Courts.
nuspuBi trains were obtained In
Mrs. Henry W. Sargent and son
Percy
England. 19 of thorn with a total of
Returned soldiers In the Lemmon, S. ; went to Nortbfleld, Yt., last week in their
804 cars having been completed by
car.
P-, territory have constituted themTbey were accompanied home by
December. 1918. with 29 additional
selves judges, jurors and executioners Mrs. Sargent’s daughter, Mrs. Herbert
trains under construction.
They cost In all cases in which the United States Roberts, and her husband.
more than $18,000 !).t car, but It is esJune 30.
army or the United States Is slandered, i
g1M
timated that to have produced them In
and will drive from the community all \
the United States and shipped them
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
men guilty of such
slanders.
As a !
would have cost $40,000 per car.
There was a dance at the grange hall
starter in their campaign to rid the
The report lays stress on the fact
country of these men they already Wednesday evening.
that great progress was made during
have driven one undesirable from LemMrs. Ada Coniry is at home from Banthe war In the development of road
mon. The soldiers waited on the indigor, where she has been employed.
building, railway, and other engineer- vidual, who is a Russian, and gave him
Evelyn Hutchins has gone to Seal Haring equipment which will be of value 30 minutes to leave town, khreatening bor, w here she is
employed at the Seaside
commercially In pence time. The mo- that if he was found in town at the Inn.
torized machine shops alone. It is
of
the half hour period he
expiration
Bird Hatch ia home from Brockton,
are
stated,
practically certain to ■would be treated to the roughest hanMass., and Crystal Hutch ms from Winterbring about In this country the use of dling he ever received.
port where they have been teaching.
moving shops of this character In agriIt is announced that the soldiers are
Quite a number of parents and children
cultural communities as farming maabout to take action in another case,
from thia section attended the high school
chinery increases.
it being Intimated that this Is a much
graduation at the bay Friday evening, and
“The day has come,” the report
more flagrant case and
that accordreport a pleasant time.
says, “when the traveling machine
ingly the treatment will be much more
The patrolmen are keeping the roads
shop will be a familiar sight upon severe.
our rural highways."
Others are expected to be given the smooth and free from small stones. It la
Among the motorized shops created "move-along" order, the intention be- ;i a tine thing no doubt and only costs
were
the
photolithographic press ing to purge the community and v*cini- I about flOO per mile for this class of work
on State roads, or just ibout three
times
trucks, which were able to produce
ty of all persons of known pro-German !
the cost of building and repairing our
maps from original sketches within 12
and anti-American sentiments.
Cool town and
roads.
county
hours, as compared with four days
heads among the soldiers are cautionJune 30.
y.
required by similar French and Brit- ing them to be careful and not do an
ish units.
injustice to any person.
FRENCHBORO.
A special chapter is devoted to lisMiss Rose Merry field of Rockland is
tening instruments developed during
NO PRIDE IN DEATH
spending her vacation with Miss Gertrude
the wa,r to locate hidden guns.
ImLunt.
proving1 upon allied designs, the enMrs. Velma Sargent closed her school
gineer corps produced machines for Cemetery Directors Insist That Gravaa
of Rich and Poor Be Alike.
with a tine concert. Those graduated are
this purpose which operated with “unPride, haughtiness, distinction—In Miss Evelyn Osier and Willard Osier.
canny accuracy,” one of them having
spotted 117 German gun positions in death? The thought alone is a ChrisW. M. Teel, after a few
days with his
a single day. Subsequently these were
tian sacrilege, much less the dead it- sister, Miss Teel, and hia sons, William
followed
and Raymond, has returned to Vinalby instruments of even self.
So reasoned the directors of the baven.
greater power, and ut the close of the
war there were 12 complete outfits,
Lakewood Park Cemetery association
Alphonso Lunt and wife and Mrs.
each covering a five-mile stretch of
of Lakewood, O., who demand that lzora
Lunt, who went to Thomaston to
at
work
on
the
American
lines.
the
front,
resting place of the rich man and be present at the graduation of Mr.
Similar development of Instruments
the poor man hereafter must be uni- Lunt’s
daughter Uertude, have returned
for locating hostile airplanes were
form—a modest headstone, rising not home.
out
until
it
was
carried
possible to more than a foot above the cemetery
Mrs. Minnie Luot, who was
present at
determine the location of a raider at
lawn.
the graduation of her
daughter Sylvia in
“It does away with the attempt of
tilght within an angle of three deCamden, has returned home, accompanied
The American types produced
wej) meaning people to outdo each
grees.
by her daughter Etta, who has two more
were easily portable and quickly set
other in the size of their monuments," I
years in school.
Sylvia is working in
A hint
■mid George Thorne, president of the Camden this
up to aid the searchlights.
summer.
at the scientific developments which
association.
June 30.
y.
I
ment;

Tlie Scientific American In lllustrating and describing an Invention of
D. O. Knecht of Allentown. I’a., says:
“The Invention relates to the headlights <it automobiles or other similar
vehicles. The object Is to provide a
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Listening Instrument Operated
With Uncanny Accuracy.

Powerful
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sight in connection with these
sound-ranging devices is contained in
the following paragraph:
"When the fighting stopped our military scientists and others co-operating with them were working on the development of a sound-ranging apparawere In
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WEST SURRY.
Abbie Trundy will go to Bar Harbor
Wednesday for the summer.
Mrs. Julia Blaisdell is at home from
North Brooksviile for the summer.
June 30.
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Examination

an

unlimited demand for skilled dentists and

specialists in dentistry. The Harvard University Dental
School offers a most thorough and efficient training
this interesting profession.
For thoto- who wish to
specialise there are courses in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.
leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge

Association with these men is invaluabletechnical view-point, but in a practical
Ultrs-modtrn
equipment, the most up-to-date of
way.
any school of its kind.

at this
Uot

work.

only from

=

j

a

Holders of diplomas of high schools covering
Graduate*
are admitted without examination.
of this school lead the profession in standing and lucrative practice. For catalog, address

subjects

Eugene H. Smith, D. M. D., Dean, Boston, Mass.

;

